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Executive Vice-President's Report
The 1997 meeting is now a part 50-year members or their widows. Wouldn't you know it, I
of SRM's history and what a fine have already receiveda note from Joethanking the Society
meeting it was. Robert Gartnerand and the planning committee for a wonderful experience,
Martin Beutler with a cast of hun- apologizing for missing the banquet because his "running
dreds hosted and choreographed gear" wasn't working well that evening and requesting adthe historic golden anniversary of dresses so he can write some notes. What remarkablepeothe Society for the enjoymentof ple, what a great occasion, and what a nice opportunity to
1,435 persons who registered for recognizethose folks fortheir foresight and their dedication
the meeting. Until a person has to SRM. We also thank those Sections and individualswho
had the responsibilityfor a meeting assisted in getting these Charter membersto Rapid City.
The Endowment Fund Board held silent auction in conof this magnitude, it is difficult to
with the annual meeting and it was a huge sucjunction
comprehend the complexity of a SAM annual meeting. As
cess.
There
were some 60 items in the auction and they
the proximity of the meeting approaches, every planning
in
value
from $12 to $3,000, with no items remainranged
at
committee member, one time or another, questions the
Section's sanity when they bid on the meeting five years ing unsold. The EndowmentFund gained over $8,000 from
this effort, with a percentage,yet to be determined, from
ago, they question their own lack of judgment for, in a mo- the auction
of other items at the meeting. TheSections and
ment of weakness,volunteering to assist the planningcomindividual
members
made and donated the items sold at
mittee and then, finally, someone remembersthat the origithis
which
contributed
auction,
immenselyto its great sucnal instigator of this "great idea" transferred out of the state
cess. There is nothing that can compete with the uniquetwo years before the meeting.
ness and personal touch of the items that were offered for
The uniqueness of each and every meeting is a tremenThe Society is also indebted to the members that
dous asset of this Society. Thatuniquenesscould never be auction.
bid on the items, to Pete Jackson, Bob Williamson, Gail
achieved without individual Sections planning and hosting
the meeting. Thecharacter and persona of each meeting is and Mildred Sharp and the entire Board of Governors for
a derivative of the people and the location, and becomes a this outstandingproject. However, this is an active committee and
are not satisfied to rest on their laurels. Pete
reality becausethey know the territory. On behalf of the en- Jacksonthey
is actively soliciting new ideas for future fund-raistire Society for Range Management, thank you, South
Dakota Section members, for an enjoyable and well orga- ing activities and he requested that if you have any ideas
nized meeting; thank you, Administratorsof State and for future events to please passthem along to him or other
EndowmentFund Board members.
Federal agencies, for supporting your employees who volMeanwhileback at the salt mine, the Board of Directors
unteeredto assist in hosting this meeting; thanks to all who
had
an extremelybusyagenda.They developeda proactive
attendedand participatedand, lastly, thanks to Bob Gartner
statement
for legislativeinput on public lands—thefull conand his committee for promising, in October 1996, a weektent
is
available
in the the March Trail Boss News. They filong "chinook" during the third week of February 1997. How nalized the
and the processfor hiring an Executive
strategy
didthey dothat?
Vice
President
to
be
on board for the summer meeting in
What a great personal joy to have had the opportunity to
Montana. They voted to drop the special Range/and
Billings,
visitwith so many of my "old" friends, some of whom I have
not seen in many, many years. They are old in the sense subscription program for individualsubscribers in 1998 bethat I have known them for many years, which makes both cause of lack of interest, there are currently 8 subscribers
and have never been more than 12, and because of the
myself and them old in years as well. But, like the old say- confusion between an individual subscriber and an
ing that I believe was attributed to Satchel Paige, "age is a Institutionalsubscriber.The Noxious Weed Task
Group dematter of mind—if you don't mind it don't matter". To many
a
statement
that
was
recommended
veloped
position
by
with whom I had the pleasure to visit, they don't mind and
Affairs Committee,passed by the Board of Directors
Public
theyare still interestedin range.
and the Task Group was terminated. The Certified
Special recognitionwas given to the Charter and 50 year
Practitioner concept was dropped. The 2002
members or their widows. A 50-year lapel pin was devel- Rangeland
will be hosted by the Southern Section in Kansas
meeting
oped by the Endowment Fund Board and presented to City, Missouri. The Board voted in support of a plan prothese members by Stan Tixier in a special ceremony prior
by the Sections surrounding Yellowstone National
to the President's Reception.The Society was honored to posed
Park to offer the services of the SRM in trying to develop a
have Joseph F. Pechanec,the Society's firstpresident, and collaborative
process for the management of the
his wife Gene in attendance along with 21 other Charter, resources in planning
and surrounding the park.—Bud Rumburg.
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Possible Impacts of Industrialization and Globalization of

Animal Agriculture on Cattle Ranching in the American West
(Can Environmentalists Save the Ranch?)
P.R. Cheeke and
estern cattle ranchers are involvedin many controversies, including public lands grazing, cattle impacts on fish and water quality, and many other
environmentally-orientedissues. However,we suggest that
one of the most serious threats to traditionalcattle ranching
is that posed by the industrialization and globalization of
animal agriculture. In light of this threat, it is not beyond
reason to ask "can environmentalistssave the ranch?" The
followingexplains our point of view.
Poultry production in the US is industrialized, controlled
by afew vertically-integratedcorporations.Theresult is that
broiler meat, compared to beef, is very inexpensive. The
dramatically increased market share for poultry has come
almost entirely at the expense of beef. Similarly, the swine
industry is rapidly industrializing. There are now in the US

W

numerous swine mega-farms,with over 100 thousand sows
each, producing over 2 million pigs per farm per year.
Industrial production of swine and poultry allows for use of
technologies that make these meats increasingly less expensive in the supermarket than beef. Both the poultry and
swine industries have identified their goals of taking further
market share from beef and dominatingthe global meat industry.

Si. Davis

For beef to be more competitive with poultry and pork,
beef production must industrialize. This will likely occur in
parts of the US where feed resourcesare greater and environmental disputes less than on western rangelands.
Kansas, Nebraska, Oklahoma and Texas are examples of
areas with greater proximity to productive privately-owned
grasslands for cow-calf operations, lower winter feeding
costs, and abundant supplies of grain for feedlot finishing.
With a declining market share for beef, and an intensification of beef production in other parts of the country, economic pressures on cattle ranching seem likely to increase.
Current low prices could become permanent.
Moderate environmentalistscould be important allies for
cattle ranchers in responding to the increasing intensification, economic efficiency and corporate control of other
types of animal production. Environmentalistsare leading
the opposition to industrial production (factory farming) of
poultry and pigs. There are legitimateethical questionsand
negative public perceptions regarding the welfare of animals raised in total confinement on factory farms, in contrast to the conditions under which beef cattle are produced
on western rangelands. Public pressure against intensive

RANGELANDS 19(2), April 1997

confinement of animals could reduce some of the competitive advantage of poultry and swine over beef production,
by requiring modifications to intensive systems to improve
animal welfare. In some European countries industrial production of livestock has been banned due to public pressure against confinementsystems. In his recent book
"Farm Animal Welfare," Bernard Rollin of Colorado State
University claims "of all production systems, beef production most closely approximates the social ethic of husbandry." He suggests that the beef industrycould capitalize
on that image. Perhaps a good niche market for many
ranchers could be the production of "environmentallyfriendly" beef (or, in current terminology, "free range beef!)
Environmentalistsare also opposed to industrial animal
production because of concerns regarding air and water
pollution, soil erosion associated with intensive production
of corn and soybeansfor use as chicken and pig feed, the
high fossil fuel requirements for industrial production, and
the social costs associated with the change in rural structurethat occurs when family farms are replaced with factory
farms. Environmentalists advocate that industrial agriculture should paythese hidden costs that are assessedto society at large and are essentially a subsidy to industrialanimal agriculture.
Environmentalistsand ranchers share other common interests. Western rangelands are rapidly being "developed,"
with cattle ranches and wildlife habitat being converted to
condominium sites, summer homes, ski lodges, and suburbs. Urbanizationofthe west will have far greater negative
environmentalconsequencesthan cattle ranching ever has

5

or will have. With appropriate range management tech-

niques, cattle ranching can play a positive role in ecosystem restoration and preservation of endangered species.
Which is better wildlife habitat: a cattle ranch, a wheat field
or sprawling suburbs? In many European countries, farmers are considered "guardians of the countryside." English
farmers are paid subsidies if they maintainhedgesand rock
walls. Swiss dairy farmers are subsidized so that tourists
can see Brown Swiss cows on mountain meadows.
Ranchers can help preserve the western cultural heritage.
Subsidized grazing fees, though often criticized, may be a
small price to pay for the preservation of rangelands and
wildlife habitat.
Do we want to have our meat provided by swine megafarms, chicken factories, and beef factories, located (perhaps overseas)where feed, water, labor and waste disposal costs are lowest for the shareholders of multinational
food companies?Is western cattle ranching destinedto the
same fate as sheep ranching? One of the most positive
things that cattle ranchers could do to ensure their survival
in the face of competitionfrom industrial production of animal protein is to make peace with environmentalists.As the
most vocal and committed opponents of industrializedanimal agriculture and "development"of rural land, they may
indeed be among the ranchers'best friends.
The authors are Professors of Animal Sciences,Oregon State
Universityin researchand teaching on Contemporary Issues in Animal
Agriculture.
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Perennial Grasses in Australia:

The Place for Local Knowledge
JoanneMillar, Allan Curtis, and Terry De Lacy
Therole of farmerknowledge in

have been few studies which have

natural
resource management

documented local farmer knowledge
and researchedthe importance of this
knowledge in the decision making
Farmer knowledge and experience processes of individuals, groups and
with natural resource management is institutions. Understandingthe context
emerging as a powerful tool when in which farmer knowledge develops
combined with researchand extension can be vital to participatory approachefforts to find solutions to land degra- es aimed at dealing with complex isdation problems in Australia (Curtis sues. The research described in this
and De Lacy 1995; Rickson et al. article takes farmer knowledge as the
1995). The knowledgeand experience starting point within the context of
farmers gain from trial and error, per- farmer knowledge of native Australian
sonal observation and interaction with and introduced perennialgrasses.
others in their local environment can

be an important factor in decision
making and in determining land man-

agement practices. Such knowledge
relies strongly on past experience, intuition, and the environment (both
physical and social) in which it evolves
(Chambers et al. 1989; Kloppenburg
1991). Studies of farming systems and
indigenous knowledge systems in developing countries have given rise to
increased recognitionof the role of
local knowledge in technology development and the importance of participation in rural development (Farrington and Martin 1988; Haverkort et al.
1991). However, there has been less
debate surroundingthe existence and
role of local knowledge of farmers in
industrialised nations. Until recently,
the transfer of technology from researcher to farmer via extension agent
has been the dominant paradigm in
Australian agriculture. In this para-

The Community Grasses Project
The Community Grasses project
was initiated in 1993 to involve landholders in the research and development of low input perennialgrasses for
the upland, winter rainfall areas of the

Murray-DarlingBasin in south-eastern
Australia. The increasing urgency to
deal with dryland salinity and other

land degradation problems in the
Murray-Darling Basin has led to the
quest to develop low input, persistent
and palatable perennial grasses for
the uplands, and to facilitate their
adoption and management through
community participation

in research

and development(Curtis and Millar
1995). Farmers throughout the region
are involved in monitoring both native
and introduced perennial grasses on
their properties to build up a record of
pasture performance and persistence
on upland areas. During community
consultation in the early stages of the
project, farmers highlightedthe importance of communicatingfarmer knowledge, and integrating this knowledge
with research and development. The
authors were commissioned by the
Community Grasses Project to collate
and communicate farmer knowledge
and experiencewith perennial grasses
and to investigate the role of farmer
knowledge in developing sustainable
management systems (Curtis and

digm, farmers are seen as either
adopters or rejectors of science-based
technologies,and not as originators of
technical knowledge or innovations
(Thompson and Scoones 1994).
Despite the demonstrated benefits of
farmer participation and group action

inherent in the Landcare program
(Curtis and De Lacy 1995) and indus-

try-based programs in Australia, there

Monitoring ofnativegrasseson hill countiyfor the Community Grasses Project.
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Millar 1995; Millar and Curtis 1995).
These findings reveal the nature of
farmer knowledge including local innovation and adaptation of technical information by comparing their experiences with managing native and introduced grasses.

Background

Thestatusof temperate grasslandsin south-eastern Australia
The history of pasture development
in the high rainfall, temperate areas of
south eastern Australia has been one
of species replacement whereby native perennial grasses have been progressively replaced with introduced
annual pasture species or sown
perennial grasses.
Because the high rainfall zone has
the highest potential for productivity,
significant disturbance hasoccurred to
the natural ecosystems that once existed. Remnants of the original lowland
temperate grasslands amount to less
than one percent and are confined to
small areas on public land such as
roadsides, rail reserves, cemeteries
and parks or lightly grazed areas on
private land (Kirkpatrick et al. 1995).
Whilst introduced pastureswerehighly
productive in the 1960s and 1970s,
production has declined throughout
the 1980s and 1990s. Producers facing declining farm profitability in the
wool and meat industries, have reduced fertiliser applications, resulting
in weed invasion and poor persistence
of sown species. Recentsurveys of
pasture composition in the high rainfall
zones (more than 600mm average annual rainfall) of south eastern Australia
report a dominance of annual grasses

Local knowledge of farmers arises from their observations, management experiences

and adaptationoftechnology.

dine in soil structure, soil fertility and ductive base in combination with
water quality as well as loss of biodi- legumes. Research and development
of native or low-input grasses has reversity.
ceived less attention over the last 60
years, with the domesticationof a few
Therole of low input perennial
species for temperate areas but none
grasses for sustainable
yet available in commercial quantities
land management
(Lodge 1994). Little is known of the
Perennial grasses are seen as playing an important role in reducing the
effects of land degradation(Cransberg
and McFarlane 1994). However, sowingof introducedperennial grasseson
upland areas is problematic because

of high establishment costs (often

sown aerially), high-input (fertiliser,
lime) requirements,lack of persistence
of sown species and weed management problems. As a result, pasture
establishment on hill country has been

very low despite considerable re-

search and extension efforts directed
towards developing suitable varieties
and broadleaf weeds in both intro- and sowing techniques and
governduced and native pastures (Kemp and ment subsidy schemes being offered
Dowling 1991; Munnich et al. 1991). in regions with high salinity risk (Kemp
As grasslands have changed from a and Michalk 1994). Increasing recogperennial to an annual base, ground- nition of the economic and environcover has decreased in summer, re- mental constraints to establishingand

sulting in weed invasion, and in- maintaining introduced perennial
creased runoff. In turn, these changes grasses on hill country has led to a
have contributed to severe land degradation problems such as soil erosion,
dryland salinity, soil acidification, de-

more recentfocus on developing man-

agement strategies for existing or

sown low-input native perennial grasses which will persist and provide a pro-

harvesting, sowing, establishment and
management requirements of native
grasses. Research into water use,

drought tolerance and productivity
characteristicsof a wide range of ecotypes is still in its infancy (Garden et
al. 1995). Declining resources for research in the public sector, a reduction
in advisory services and continuing
emphasis on introduced pastures has
also meant that much of the information regarding native grass research
has not been 'field-tested'to the same
degree as introduced grasses. With
this in mind, farmers and government
agencies from across the MurrayDarling Basin identified the need to
develop an integrated approach to
low-input perennial grass research
and development and initiated the
Community Grasses project.

The Study
During 1995, twenty-six farm families were interviewed in two regions
within the winter rainfall uplands area
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of the Murray-Darling Basin (Fig. 1).
The Yass district in the state of New
South Wales (NSW) and the north
east region of the state of Victoria provided contrasting perspectiveson land
degradation issues, farm enterprises
and pasture types. Grazing is the main

agricultural enterprise in the Yass district (620—680mm average annual
rainfall), contributing eighty-five percent of local farm income, producing
fine and medium wool and to a lesser
extent, prime lambs and beef cattle. In

contrast, North East Victoria has a
greater range of agriculturalindustries,
reflecting the higher rainfall (600mm to
1,200mm) including beef, sheep,

dairying, horticulture, tobacco, viticulture, apiculture and a growing number

of alternative enterprises such as

deer, emu, goats, peppermint and
lavender oil. Semi-structured interviews were carried out with 10 farm
families in the Yass district and sixteen
farm families in North East Victoria.
Interviews were carried out during
March and April 1995 when most of
southern Australia was experiencing a
major drought. This enabled the researcher to see first-hand how perennial grasses were persisting and to
discuss drought management strategies with farm families. Farmers interviewed estimated the proportions of
native and introduced perennial grass-

ing comment from a farmer illustrates
mates revealed that most properties in this view.
both regionshad less than ten percent
Native grasses seem to be
of the total area sown to introduced
the main standby even at preperennial grasses and more than fifty
sent out there. Properties
percent native perennial pastures.
you've seen on the wayup here
However, native pastures were highly
are more or less dirt, well out
variable in composition with natuthere I've still got a good cover
ralised annual grasses and weeds
of grass, natural wallaby grass
dominating where only remnants of
and kangaroo grass, all those
native grasses occurred. For the purnatural grasses. Betterstandby
poses of this study, family members
than what some of the fancy
were encouragedto volunteer their
are.
grasses
knowledge and opinions of the native
More than half of those interviewed
grasses they were familiar with, rementioned
the value of having a mixed
of
whether
knew
the
gardless
they
common or botanical name of the diet for sheep and cattle, with native
pastures providing both green pick
grass.
and roughagefrom a range of species.
Where farmers were familiar with indiFarmer knowledge of native
vidual species, the characteristics of
those grasses were most commonly
perennial grasses
described in terms of feed value and
Farmers interviewed valued native observed palatability to stock, in some
pastures for providing stability in the cases using local names or no name
farming system. They described native at all. For example, when commenting
grasses in terms of their drought toler- on the value of weeping grass
ance, persistence, summerand au- (Microlaena stipoides), a common retumn feed, animal health properties, sponse from producers was that stock
variety of feed, versatility of uses and (sheep in particular) did not like it and
soil conservation attributes (Table 1). would only graze it if there was nothThe ability of native grasses to come ing else. On the other hand, those
away after summer storms and pro- farmerswho werefamiliar with wallaby
vide feed during prolonged dry periods grass (Danthonia spp.) described it as
was frequently mentioned. The follow- the most palatable of native grasses.
Farmers interviewed in this study also
nominated species such as kangaroo
grass (Themeda triandra), redgrass
es on their properties. These esti-

(Bothriochloa macra) and weeping
grass as having root structures capable of holding the soil together and
preventing soil erosion, particularly
from hillsides. Two farmers in North
East Victoria who had large areas of
taller native grassessuch as kangaroo

grass and redgrass, valued these
species for protectingyoung seedlings
and new growth from frost. The desire
to protect native flora in grasslands
was an additional reason for keeping
some growth on native grasses.

1

2

Yass District
North East Victoria

Fig. 1. The MurrayDarling Basin and StudyAreas.

Managing native pastures: using
local knowledge and innovation
Some farmers interviewed showed
considerable knowledge and innova-

9
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tion in devising ways to increase the
productivity and utilisation of native
pastures. For example, by changing to

spring lambing or calving, producers
could make greater use of available
summer feed when feed demand was
highest.Thefeed quality of native pastures was maintained for longer periods by burning in late winter, by subdividing paddocks and using different
grazing strategies. Most of these innovations had arisen from direct experimentationor had been passed on from
previous generations or neighboring
farmers. For example, the complementary grazing habits of cattle and
sheep were exploited on some farms
to get maximum utilisation of native
pastures (weeping grass and redgrass
in particular).
Where weeping grass was the dominant species, producers found they

Farmer knowledge of introduced
perennial grasses: adapting technical information
Farmersvalued introduced perennial
grasses primarily for their productivity,
weed control, soil protection and the
potential for allowing greater flexibility
in the managementof farm enterprises
(Table 1). Those farmers who had

perennial pastures established for

I looked at the September/October prices for cattle
and I thoughtif am going to
sell my cattle then, I have got to
have better pastures and supplement my cattle (withpasture
silage) so that can do it. I
found that during the timeI was

I

I

feeding the silage, I wasjoining

cattle on a rising plane of nutrition and I was getting them in
calf much better than I hadpreviously. The whole thing had a
lot ofspin offs.
Most farmers interviewed had

more than three years estimatedthose
paddockscarried two to three times as
much stock as unimproved (either native or annual) pastures.Most graziers
valued the extra feed for increasing
from conventional cultivation
weight gains and wool cuts per head, changed
or
to direct drilling of
sodseeding
rather than increasing total stock numin the last ten
perennial
pastures
bers. Reluctance to increase stock
a
advocated
years,
technique
by govnumbers was related to the risk inernment
as
soil
conagencies
having
in
volved carrying extra livestock durservation benefits. Farmers were conof
low
rainfall
or
low
ingperiods
prices,
vinced that direct drilling provided betcould use cattle to graze it down, the labor required to handle extra ter weed
control, less soil disturbance,
thereby allowing sheep to make better stock or the farmer's stage in life.
moisture
retentionand
use of the feed through their closer Producers also explained that intro- greater with the time of greater
flexibility
sowing.
grazing habits. On two properties, duced perennial pastures allowed Farmers also described their experiin
the
farming system
managerswere planningto strip-graze greater flexibility
to
out
further
carry
pasture
improve- ences learning the art of direct drilling
electric
weeping grass using
fencing.
ment,
change enterprise management and the importance of understanding
These options seemed to be more
and cope with drought. The following reasons for establishment failures. For
preferable to farmers than increasing
one
successful establishstock numbers and running the risk of comment came from a farmer who mentproducer,
of
had taken fifteen
phalaris
land damage or running out of feed in was able to change marketing strateof
with different
a
of
years
experimenting
gies as result
having sufficient
dry seasons.
feed from introduced perennial pas- species, weed control techniques, fertilisers, sowing methods, and timing of
tures.
operations.

Finding the balance

Oppo,lunities to share localknowledge are vital to develop sustainablepasture aridgrazing systems.

Farm family members interviewed
showed a desire to balance the production and conservationvalues of native and introduced perennial grasses
by adjusting management techniques
and finding nichesfor different grasses
within their farm environment.Many of
the farmers interviewed wanted to retain or enhance their native grasses
after witnessing the detrimental effects
of annual pastures and the poor persistence of introducedperennialgrasses. Consequently,they were cautious
about using herbicides, fertilisers or
cultivation on native pastures.
Likewise, concerns about the persistence of introduced grasses and the
effects of drought were frequently ex-
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the useof fertiliser which they felt was
difficult to justify given the current rural
economic climate. However, the low
cost of maintaining native grasses allowed more fertiliser to be used on inintroduced pastures. When asked troduced perennial pastures. Despite
about the contribution of native pas- this, the majority of producers indicattures to overall production and farm vi- ed that if finances improved, they inability, those producers with a high tended to spread superphosphateferproportion of native pastures believed tiliser to prevent further clover decline
that a good clover base was neces- and boost winter productivity of native
sary to maintain or increase livestock pastures.
The challenge for farmers is to find
production, but that this necessitated

pressed by farmers. The main limitations of native pastures identified by
land managers were low carrying Capacity, insufficient winter growth and
poor palatability when compared with

the optimum balance of native and in-

troduced perennial pastures to satisfy
the production and conservation requirements of a given farm environment (Millar and Curtis 1996). Issues
of farm viability, personal life goals, interest in conservation of natural resources, family succession and the
availability of labor also influenced
land managers in making decisions regarding the role of perennial pastures
on their properties. For example, producers engaged in fine wool produc-

Table 1. How farmers value native Australian and Introduced perennial grasses
NatIve perennialgrasses

Introduced perennIalgrasses

Value

Advantages

Value

Advantages

Summer/autumn
teed

Responds to summer rain

Increased
production

Increased carrying capacity
Increased stocking densities
Increased production all year
round
Increased production per head

Variety of feed

Mixed species, beneficial for
sheep
Allowsselective grazing
Provides green pickand roughage
Will carry livestock in drought
Grassespersist
Provides groundcover

Filling feed
gaps

Increased winterproduction
Summer/autumn feed
Lesssupplementary feeding
Fodderconservation

Feedquality

Mixedspecies desirable
Palatability vs persistence
with some species

Finewool production
Maintaining cows afterweaning
Maintaining heifers in calf

Flexibility in
enterprise
management

Enables furtherpasture
improvement
More options for drought
feeding
Opportunity to change
marketing strategies and
enterprises.

Highlycompetitive against

Drought
tolerance

Multiple uses

Provides greenpick
Provides roughage
Goodteed if kept grazed or burnt
Maintenance feed tor livestock

Complementary grazing with
sheepand cattle.

cows keptin goodcondition
Reduced wormburdens
Contamination ofwool and skins
can be managed

Reduced calving problems if

Weed control

health problems

Soil protection

Goodgroundcover in summer

Soil protection

Few animal

Frost protection

Limitations

and autumn
Rootstructures capableof
holding the soil
Longterm persistence reduces
soil erosion
Protection ofyoung seedlings of
cloverand grass
Protection of newgrowth
Protection of native flora

Low carrying capacity
Low volume of feed in winter
Poorpalatability and quality of
somespecies
Effectof fertiliser andgrazingon
persistence ofsomespecies

Wateruse
Persistence

weeds
Provides groundcover
Prevents pasture decline if
kept tertilised and grazed
appropriately
Good groundcover
Deep root systems hold the
soil
Deep root systems for drying
the soil profile
Reduce waterlogging

Betteron heaviersoils
Varies with grazing
management
Oldervarieties more
persistent
Self-harvested seed more persistent

Limitations

Oldervarieties not as
productive
High fertiliserrequirement
High management level
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tion in New South Wales were inclined to favour low-input Curtis, A. and1. DeLacy. 1995. Landcare evaluationin Australia:
towards an effective partnership between agencies, community
systems and did not intend to replacetheir native pastures
groups and researchers. J. of Soil and Water Cons. 50
with introduced species. On the other hand, farmers who
(1):15—20.
had smaller properties in North East Victoria relied on in- Curtis,
A. and J. MIllar. (eds.) 1995. Proceedings of the
creased production from introduced perennial pastures to
maintainfarm viability. These farmers used native pastures
for specific purposes such as maintainingdry stock, reducing calving problems or avoiding animal health problems.

Garden, D., C. Jones, D. Friend., M. Mitchell, and P.
Falrbrother. 1995. Regional research on native grass-based
pastures. In: Proceedings of the second Australian Perennial

Conclusions

Farrington, J. and AM. MartIn, 1988. Farmer participation in
agricultural research: A review of conceptsand practices.

Community Grasses Project Workshop.The Johnstone Centre,
CharlesSturt University,Albury.

Grass Workshop.Launceston,Tasmania.

One may well argue that with only two hundred years of
European settlementand a history of dramatic environmental degradation, Australian farmers have not yet developed
local knowledgeor have been overly influenced by sciencebased technologies in the process of agricultural modemisation. Certainly, this research demonstrated that farmer
knowledge and decision making addresses production and
sustainability factors in a physical, social and economic
sense but is less influenced by ecological considerations.
Nevertheless, with limited research and extension activity
on native grasses,farmer knowledgeof native pastures has
evolved with little external influence and has largely relied
on personal experience, observations and inherited information, in some cases based on several generationsof experienceswith managingnative pastures.
Although management of native grasses is constrained
by terrain (remnants are often on hilly or nonarable country),farmers showed considerablelocal innovation aimed at
increasingthe productivityof native pastures whilst trying to
maintain them. Even amongst farmers who have adopted
recommendedpasture technology, there exists an element
of local knowledgeas a result of their adaptationsof technical information. Fine tuning of this knowledge occurs as
farmers experiment with different establishment and managementtechniques and compare the resultswith the latest
technical advice or otherfarmers' experiences. The knowledge and expertise farmers possess needs to be recognised within the agricultural research and extension community. As in many other parts of the world, much of this
vital knowledge has remained hidden and marginalised
within the traditional 'technology transfer' paradigm of agricultural science (Kloppenburg1991). It is therefore imperative that farmers are given the opportunity to share their
local knowledgeand experience with otherfarmers and scientists through industry networks and joint community and
governmentprograms.
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The Ewenki People: China's
Practitioners of Sustainable
Rangeland Management
Michael R. Frisina and Jin-Feng Yun
uring late summer many ranch- The Ewenki People
ers in western North America
The Ewenki are one of the 56 ethnic
are busy harvesting hay to pro- minority groups in China. They are an
vide winter forage for their cattle. Half ancient people with a new name. The
a world away, the Ewenki people of name Ewenki was chosen in 1957 as
Ewenki woman in traditionalleather clothnorthern China are similarly engaged. part of the Chinese government's
made from the skins of wild animals.
ing
The Ewenki people of Chenbar modernization efforts. Prior to 1957 (Photo courtesyof the Chinese Foreign
Banner (county) in Inner Mongolia, they were known as Suelon Tungqus Press)
P.R. China, near the border with Yakute. The name dates these people
Russia, have evolved a lifestyle that back to the days of Ghenghis Kahn portions of China. About 20,000
derives the necessities of life from the and the tribes that comprised the Ewenki people, consisting of ten
vast grasslands that are their heritage. Mongol empire. They have a long his- tribes, are distributedamong about
The Ewenki utilize renewable grass- tory associated with livestock produc- eight counties in China. In Chenbar
land resources in a sustainable way tion dating from the Tang Dynasty Banner, the Ewenki are a minority
by working with nature rather than try- (618—907). Historically, hunting played numberingabout 4,500 or about 4 peran important role in their culture and cent of the population living among
ingto dominate it.
still does for Ewenki people in some Hang, Mongolian,Dahur and other
nationalities. Most of the Ewenki people in Chenbar Banner are herdsmen
and earn their living from animal husbandry. Some Ewenki are also artesians famous for creating wood chests

D

and small boxes of birch bark.

Sometimes these boxes are covered

with traditional paintings. They are
also known for crafting leather from

wild animal skins into beautiful saddle
bags. The leather work is sewn using
needles made from animal bone.

ChenbarGrasslands
Chenbar Banner is located in the
Northwestportion of Hulunbier League
and is a vast 19,195 square kilometer
area of lush rangeland that supports
herds of cattle, sheep and horses

Mapshowing the locationof the Ewenki peopleinnortheastern China.

under the guidance of herdsmen.
These are some of China's most spectacular grasslands. Standing on a hill
top watching the long awns of the
grand Stipa being blown by the wind
reminds one of the rolling motion of
waves on the ocean. The plant communities consist of about 23 dominant
plant species including a variety of
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cattle country. Herdsmen have taken
the traditional Mongolian cattle and
crossed them with Holstein, Hereford,
Simmental and other European
breeds. The result is larger multi-colored cattle and significantly increased
production of beef.
Sheep are also important.The traditional fat-tailed sheep is a common
sight on the steppe. Horses are very
important culturally and are considered a valued commodity by families
for the distilled or fermented drinks
produced from mare's milk. Horses in
Chenbar Banner are larger than some

other regions of northern China.

Grassland recently grazedbyEwenkicattle. Note the smallportion vi each grassplant that is
defoliated.

hair, wheat, and rye grasses intermin-

gled with a complex component of
forbes. In some areas forbes comprise
60 percent of the plant community and
it is not unusual for Stipa to comprise
as much as 30 percent of the ground

cover. Legumesare very common and
provide important forage for domestic

livestock. Average production of
steppe communities in this region is
about 614 pounds per acre. The

grasslands are also home to familiar
plants introduced to North America
such as crested wheatgrass and spotted knapweed. These plants grow as
native species intermingledwith other
plants of the grassland in contrast to
North America where they are usually
observed growing under near mono
culture conditions. Fringed sagewort,
the same species indigenousto North
America, is also an important native
forage plant in northeasternChina.

Probably the close proximityto Russia
has facilitated the crossing of the traditional Mongol ponies with European
breeds. Historically the larger horses
were used for pulling horse-drawn

mowing machines to convert the

steppe grasslands to livestock winter
forage.
68°F. The hottest temperature on
Livestock are managed by families,
record for July is 101°F. There are an
each
of which averages about 200
average of 100 to 140 frost-free days
and 50—60 cows. Numbers are
each year. Average annual precipita- sheep
variable and families that can maintain
tion is 12 inches with the eastern por- these numbers live
comfortably; below
tion receiving 14—16 inches while the this
life needs becomes
level,
meeting
western portion receives 10—12 inch- difficult.
Although there is some overes. The average number of days with
use
of rangelands or pooling
lapping
snow on the ground is 210.
of resources, by government decree
each family averages about 600 acres
Livestock
of land on which they maintain their
Stockmen in this region producecat- herds. In some areas crops of oats are
tle, horses, sheep, and goats. How- grown to serve as supplemental liveever the area really appeared to be stock feed.

Climate

Chenbar Banner is located 48°

North and thus exhibits a temperate
climate. The annual average temperature is from 21°F to 29°F. January is
the coldest month with an average
temperature of —18°F to —36°F. The

recorded coldest temperature for
January is —57°F. July is the warmest
month with an average temperature of

Ewenki livestock grazingon the Mongolian Plateau.
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Utilizationof Grassland Resources
Survival of the Ewenki people has,
for thousands of years, depended on
their ability to maintain livestock production in a manner that maintains the
sustainabilityof grasslands. They have
evolved with the grasslands and their
very existence is tied to the maintenance of rangeland productivity, It is
fascinating to watch these experienced managers at work and observe
how they utilize the grassland re-

source without negatively effecting it's
sustainability.
How grasslands are utilized is dependent on the distribution of water
sources for livestock. Grasslands suitable for livestock production are classified into two types. Those with water
for grazing animals and those without
or with very limited water sources.

Grasslands Without Suitable
Livestock Water
Areas in which livestock water is limited are utilized for the production of
winter livestock forage by allowing the
native vegetation to grow until late
summer, then harvesting it similar to

the way a hay crop is harvested in

western North America. Native grasslands are mowed using mowing machines pulled by small diesel tractors.
The tractors recently replaced mowing

machines pulled by real "horse
power". These are very productive
rangelands with a lush mixture of

grasses and forbes making good quality hay. Ecologicallythis also is a wise
way to use the range in a sustainable
way. The vegetation is allowed to develop fully each year before it is harvested, so the ecological integrity of

the resource is maintained as the
Asian stockmen harvest much needed

forage to maintain their herds.

Probably more efficient and cost effective than trying to construct very expensive water developmentsthat may
likely lead to continuous summer graz-

ing and rangeland deterioration.

Current researchby scientists in China
indicates mowing in alternate years,
providing one year of rest as a man-

agement strategy, maintains the

grasslands at maximum productivity.

An interesting component of these
grasslands is a diverse variety of birds
and small mammals which indicate the
level of sustainability provided by this
form of management.

Grasslands With Suitable
Livestock Water
Grasslands with suitable sources of
water for livestock are utilized as pasture for livestock. Observing how the
Ewenki graze animals on these lands
provided insight into how they have
been able to utilize the rangeland resource in a sustainable way for such a
long time.
The relationship between the stockman and his livestock is much different
than in North America. Ewenki herding
families live with their livestock. The
Ewenki stay with their bands of livestock while they are grazing and very
closely regulate the animals grazing
behavior. A typical day for the herder
is to leave camp for the grazing area
with a small band of livestock, herding
the animals along the steppe with the
aid of his Mongol pony. While grazing,
livestock are kept constantly moving
slowly across the landscape, limiting
the amount of photosyntheticmaterial
that can be removed from individual
plants at any given point in time. As illustrated in the photo, only a small
portion of the plants foliage is removed
which results in minimal disruption of

Ewenkiherdersmowingthe native steppe vegetation for useas winterlivestock forage.
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the photosyntheticprocess and allows the plant to continue Plateau. Dogs appear to be effective enough as protectors
essential biological and physiological processes. Once that substantial populations of wolves survive on landgrazed under this approach the plant can quickly recover scapes that maintain some of the highest densities of dofrom the effects of defoliation. The livestock are kept mov- mestic livestockon the planet.
ing to new locations by the herder and if the same area is
subjectedto grazing later that same season, it may be by a Implications:
differentclassof livestockwith different forage preferences.
In our world of high technology it is importantnot to overBy grazing with a diversity of livestock, horses, sheep, look the practical knowledge of experienced range mangoats, and cattle the Ewenki have learned to take advan- agers like the Ewenki people of northeasternChina. Their
tage of the preferences of different species to obtain opti- knowledge of grasslands and their approach to managemum use of the diverse vegetation produced on their grass- ment was not developed through a detached scientific aplands. By passing over the range with cattle, and later with proach, but by day-to-day survival. They are as integral to
sheep, the plants previously grazed by cattle may not be the grasslands as the vegetation and soils that maintain
grazed by sheep as they may prefer different species. Thus their way of life. Their survival attests to the resource susthe range can be utilizedyet the necessary growing season tainability of Ewenki land managementpractices. Scientists
rest can be achieved by close association between herder would do well to learn from the ways of these ancient range
and his livestock. This approach would not be practical in managers.
most situations in North America because of cultural differences and the intensity of manpower required to manage
Michael A. Fnslna is awildlife biologist and range managementspelivestock under the Asian method described here. Dogs are
cialist with Montana Fish Wildlife & Parks, 1330 West Gold St., Butte,
also included as an important part of the Ewenki herders
Mont.59701.
Jin-Feng Yun is a professor of range management, Departmentof
However
are
not
used
to
herd
livestock
as
operation.
dogs
Grassland Science, Inner Mongolia College of Agriculture and Animal
in North America. The dog serves as protector against preHusbandry,Huhehot,Inner Mongolia, China, Post Code No: 010018.
dation by wolves which are abundant on the Mongolian
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How Much Does It Cost To Burn?
Russell Stevens, Hugh Aljoe, Terry Stuart Forst, Frank Motal, and Kent Shankles
The Samuel Roberts Noble Foundation, 1996

rescribed burning has become a tool commonly used
by ranchers as a means for brush control and improving forage quality and manipulating wildlife habitat.
Although prescribed burning is a very effective tool for accomplishingthese tasks, it can be incorrectlyapplied.
Burning,just like any managementtool, should only be applied once the need for the burn has been properly evaluat-

p
ed.

Once a rancher has determined that a prescribed burn
can be effective, a burn plan should be developed. This
plan is critical to the success of a prescribed burn for two
reasons: First, a properly planned burn is not as likely to
get out of control as a burn implemented without forethought, therefore reducing liability. And second, prescribed
burns, like all other management tools, cost money to
apply.
Following is a description of the costs associated with
prescribed burning on one of the Noble Foundation properties and on that of Terry Stuart Forst, a Noble Foundation
cooperator, who has graciously provided an overview of
prescribed burning costs on her properties.
There have been several prescribed burns conducted on
the Noble Foundation/D. Joyce Coffey Resource and
DemonstrationRanch. The Coffey ranch is located west of

Marietta Oklahoma and has a variety of topographicalfeatures and plant communitiesfrom which to evaluatethe effects of prescribed burning. It has also provided the opportunity to develop approximate costs involved with conducting prescribedburns.

Materials
If prescribed burning is to be implementedas part of the
managementof anygiven ranch,specialized equipmentwill
be needed. Some of this equipment can be purchasedor
made from existing equipment on the ranch. Other equipment such as tractors, 4-wheelers, sprayers and bush hog
mowers are probably already being used in the day to day

operationof the ranch.
It is important to keep in mind that the burn plan will
largely determine the equipment and toolsto be used. Size
of the area to be burned, types and widths of fireguards,
fuel type and load, etc., should be known to property select
the correct equipment. Don'tget caught with a sprayer that
is too small!
Equipment used to conduct burns on the Coffey Ranch
included: a 4-wheeler, a fifty gallon sprayer designed to be
pulled by a 4-wheeler, a cattle sprayer, a bush hog mower,
a tractor and a fire truck (brush unit). As previously men-

Burning broomsedge bluesfern (Andropogon virginicus) usinga mowedfireguardand wetline to contain the fire.
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tioned, much of this equipment is alreadyon the ranch.The
fire truck is not an everyday item but, there are many different types of spray rigs that will serve as an adequate substitute.
Equipment used to conduct burns on the Coffey Ranch
included: two drip torchs, four fire rakes and three back
pack sprayers (Table 1). With a little ingenuity, a person
can make a drip torch, or one can be ordered from a
forestry supply catalog for approximately$145.00. A piece
of old sickle bar 1.5 feet long can be converted into a fire
rake or theycan be purchased for around $21.00. A reliable
backpacksprayer is more difficult to make but can be purchased for approximately $135.00. The cost associated
with tool and equipment use on the Coffey Ranch burns are
listed in Table 1.
Burning broomsedge bluestem.

Labor
TABLE 1
BURNING COST PER ACREON TIMBER
COFFEY RANCH - 1996

Costs

Total

Fuel
(Drip Torch, Fire Truck, Tractor, 4-wheeler, sprayers)
Diesel - 35 gal @ $1 .05/gal
Gasoline - 45gal @ $1.03/gal.

$ 83.10

Fireguard Preparation
Mowing - 13 hrs (1 man @ $6/hr)
13 man hrs @ $6/hr.= $78
Raking - 16 hrs (6 men © $6/hr)
96 man hrs. © $6/hr. =$576
Dozing - 15 hrs © $40/hr (8 yr life) = $75

$729.00

Labor forActualBurn
(6 men © $6.00/hr) - 5burns
No. hours for burn -26 hrs. (156 man hrs @ $6/hr)

$936.00

Tool Use Cost-Purchase basis
(5 year life)
2 Drip Torches - $190/5=
$ 38.00
4 Fire Rakes -$84/5 =
$ 16.80
3 BackPackSprayers - $405/5= $ 81.00
$135.80

$135.80

Equipment Cost-Rental basis
(0.008 x Equipment Cost)
4-wheeler - $40/day (1.1 dayso=
$ 44.00
4-wheeler sprayer-$12/day(1.1 days)= $ 13.20
Cattle sprayer - $8/day (1.1 days)=
$ 8.80

$596.69

BushHog(lday)=

Tractor- $234/day (1.1 days)=
Fire truck - $234/day (1.1 days) =
Fire Igniter - $0.89/box =
Grazing LossCost - lease rate
607.83 ac ($5/ac) = $3,039.15/yr
$3,039.15/yr dividedby 9 A.U.Diac/yr

TotalCost
TotalAcresBurned
TotalCost/Acre

$21.60

$257.40
$250.80
$0.89
$596.69
$337.68

$2,818.27
608.00
$4.64/ac

Labor is the most costly item associatedwith prescribed
burning. Topography and type of fire guard probably influence labor costs more than any other factor. Areas surrounded by rivers, crop fields or roads are usually less expensive to burn. Areas containing rolling hills or steep
slopes with timber usually require the mechanicalor physical establishment of fireguards, increasing the amount of
labor and cost of the burn.
The Coffey Ranch burns required a substantial labor
force to prepare fireguards. Topography in the burned
areas consisted of steep slopes with fairlydense stands of
timber. Some of the fireguards in the timber (0.63 miles)
were dozed. Others, where erosion was of concern (mainly
on the steep slopes) were raked (0.56 miles). One and a
half miles of open native grass areas were mowed. Dozed
and mowed fireguards were about twelve feet wide and
fireguards establishedby raking were about fourfeet wide.
Because of the topography and odd shape of the burns,
the time requiredto setthe appropriate back fires and flank
fires to contain the head fire was increased. This slowed
the progress of setting the fire, increasing labor costs. The
burn crew consisted of six men. Excess labor should be
avoided, but labor should not be short at the time of setting
the fire. This is not the time to cut corners. If something
goes wrong, you will want the extra men available. Labor
costs associated with preparing the fireguards and burn
dayon the Coffey Ranchare listed in Table 1.

Grazing Costs
There canbe some costs incurred due to the loss of grazing a pasture. Productionmay be lost due to defermentduring the latter part of the growing season (or a full growing
season) to allow for fine fuel accumulation. It is generally
not recommended to turn cattle in immediately after the
grass greens up. Depending on prescribed burning frequency, this production is not lost, but is shifted to a different seasonof grazing.
The areas burned on the Coffey Ranch were mostly timber and of littlevalue to the overall forage productionon the
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TABLE 2
BURNING COST PER ACRE
ON GRASSLAND
WAURIKA DIVISION, STUART RANCH - 1996

Costs

Total

Fuel

$225.50

(DripTorch, Fire Truck, Tractor, Pick-ups,
4-wheeler, sprayers)
Diesel - 180gal © $0.69/gal
Gasoline -80 gal © $0.97/gal
Propane - 30 gal © $0.79/gal

Usinga backfiretobumbroomsedge bluestem.

ranch. However, our goal is to increase the production in
these areas for both cattle and wildlife. From past records,
we determined the grazing value of these areas to be the
acre per
equivalent of nine Animal Unit
* Days (A.U.D.'s) per
year (A.U.D. = 26 lbs DM 9 A.U.D/ac). The value of a
grazing lease with this amount of production was set at
$5.00 per acre. Our costs due to grazing loss are shown in
Table 1.

Fireguard Preparation
Discing - (1 man for 5 days© $50/day)

$250.00

Laborfor Actual Burn
(8 people for 1 day plus meals)

$694.00

TotalCost
TotalAcresBurned
TotalCost/Acre

$1,169.50
$0.23/ac

discing and dozing. Note the difference in costs with fireguard preparation betweenthe two ranches (Tables 2 and
3). The increased cost in fireguard establishment associated with the Headquarters ranch is primarily due to the
dozer needed in this type of topography and timber. Also
note that tools are not included in the tables. The same
tools listed in Table 1 are used by the Stuart Ranches, but
The StuartRanches
have been fully depreciated through previous preTerry Stuart Forst managestwo ranches in Oklahoma (lo- they
scribed
burns.
cated in Jefferson and Bryan counties) of which prescribed
The
method
at both burn sites is best
grazing
burning is part of the management plan. Objectives for described as intensiveemployed
early
growing-season
grazing with
using prescribed burning on both ranches are to decrease
season
the Stuart
rest.
compolete
late-growing
Therefore,
brush and to improve forage quality and wildlife habitat.
Table 2 shows the cost associated with burning grasslands
TABLE 3
on the Waurika division in Jefferson County while Table 3
BURNING COST PER ACRE
shows the costs associated with burning grassland/timber
ON GRASSLAND/TIMBER
on the Headquarters ranch in Bryan County.
HEADQUARTERS, STUART RANCH - 1996
The fuelcosts incurred on both ranches include fuel used
Costs
Total
in preparing fireguards and all fuel used in conducting the
actual burn. Fireguardson the ranches were establishedby Fuel
$523.12
(Drip Torch, Fire Truck, Tractor, Pick-ups,
4-wheeler, sprayers)
Diesel - 548 gal @ $0.79/gal
Gasoline - 40 gal © $1.07/gal
Propane - 60 gal @ $0.79/gal
Fireguard Preparation
Discing (1 man for 3 days © $53.85/day)
Repairs - $256
Dozer - (4 days © $100/day) = $400

$817.55

Laborfor Actual Burn
(5 people for 1.5 days plus meals)

$740.00

-

Total Cost
Total Acres Burned
Total Cost/Acre
Eastern Red Cedar killedduringa wintergrassland burn.

$2,080.67

$0.35/ac
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Postoak (Quercus stellata)scarredbywinterburning. Leaves were the main sources offuel load.

Ranchcost figures do not include grazingloss costs.

CostComparisons

It is interestingto note the cost per acre on the two Stuart
Ranches as compared to the Coffey Ranch. This easily
demonstrates that as the size (acres) increases, the cost
per acre decreases.Therefore, the size (acres) of the burn
should be a major consideration when determining costs.
Topographyand vegetation types are other factors that can
influencethe costs associated with prescribedburning. Still,
the cost increase due to topography and vegetation can be
diluted if the number of acres burned is large enough.
LiabilityofPrescribed Burning

aged to keep a detailed record of the preparations before
and during the burn. This information should include fireguard preparation, the climatic conditions at the sethng of
the prescribed burn, and relevant events during the prescribed bum. A successful prescribed burning program history could prove valuable from a liability standpoint should
this unfortunatesituation occur.
The followingare two goodsourcesfor burning supplies:
Forestry Suppliers, Inc.
P.O. Box 8397
Jackson, MS 39284-8397
Sales Dept. 1-800-647-5368

Ben MeadowsCompany
One item of concern for many ranchers considering pre- 3589 Broad Street
scnbed burning as a managementtool is liability. Even with Atlanta, GA 30341
the best of burn plans, proper equipment and materials, SalesDept. 1-800-241-6401
and appropriate preparations and labor, there is always the
possibility that a fire can escape. This possibility is unfortunate for all parties involved, but a rancher can protect his
Authors are wildlife and range specialist, forage specialist, Stuart
Ranchmanager & Noble Foundationcooperator,researchtechnicianand
property and any potential 'claimants' with proper insurance. In fact, most basic Farm Owner's Policies cover the
CoffeyRanch manager,respectively.
of
if
is
legal liability aspects prescribed burning negligence
involved. Policy limits may range from $25,000 for a basic
farm owner's policy to $500,000 for a complete umbrella
farm owner's policy. Since most ranchers already have in
place this type of coverage, it is just a simple mater of
checking with the insurance company issuing the policy before planning the prescribed burn and determine the limits
on liabilitycoverage.
Ranchers utilizing prescribed burning are also encour-
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Ecosystem Management: Can It Succeed?
Don Burnside and Allen Rasmussen
ecently, numerous papers and conferenceshave dis- processcussedthe value and need to manage natural resources by working with the entire system. Moving product from
site specific or individual use management acaway
knowledges the importance of the relationship between
management at a site specific level and needs of the whole
system. In the United States of America the term currently
used to describe this view is Ecosystem Management. In

R

well understood planning and implementation processthat reflects the philosophy.
plan will vary according to condition and
needs,but will incorporatebio-physical,economic and social considerationsand should
clearly relate to specific resource management outcomes.

Australia this has been termed Integrated or Whole The quandaryof ecosystemmanagement
Catchment Management.These terms, which we recognize
This movement to an inclusive style of natural resource
as interchangeable, have become popular "buzz phrases" managementhas developed for several reasons, primarily
in the political arena and with natural resource agencies. being the need to recognize and deal with the "big picture".
However, it has numerous definitions and has resulted in This includes dealing with larger scales in both time, space
some confusion about how ecosystemmanagementshould and social dimensionsassociatedwith natural resources.A
be accomplished.
secondary reason is the typical governmentapproach of reAn illustrationof this confusion can be seen in the Bureau source management regulation has not always been sucof Land Management's(BLM) definition and one interpreta- cessful in solving or improving resource problems. The
tion of ecosystem management. The BLM defines ecosys- move to ecosystem management implies that something
tem managementas "a process that considersthe total en- else is needed. But what is the most appropriate basis for
vironment. It requiresthe skillful use of ecological,econom- action—and how do we blend the technical and human asic, social, and managerial principles to produce, restore, or pects of management?
sustain ecosystem integrity and desired conditions, uses,
Management is the use of certain means to achieve desired ends. Traditional natural resource management has
products, values, and services over the long term.
Ecosystem management recognizes that people and their approached goal setting, problem-solving and planning
social and economic needs are an integral part of ecologi- from a technical basis alone, using assumptions about
cal systems." (Federal Register 1993 pp. 43208—43209). community values and objectives that may not be accurate.
Despite this official definition a report in the High Countiy Ecosystem management requires communities and agenNews (Giller 1994, p.2) referenced a Wyoming BLM public cies working together, using different means to achieve
affairs officer saying an offerwas made to transfer an indi- ends that are not defined by an agency in isolation fromthe
vidual to a position responsiblefor ecosystemmanagement community. This type of management requires both the
in the state of Utah where his technical skill will be of value, community and agencies to develop "people skills" for efbut he would not be in contact with the public. Now it fective implementation. Further, resource managers and
seems that if the definition printed by the BLM is used to agencies need to be clear about their role(s) in the process
implement ecosystem managementyou must have contact -are they facilitators,leaders, providers of expertise, or onwith people. If people are not going to be included, then the ground managers?
We believe that if these "people skills' are not provided,
change the definition.This illustratesthe first major problem
resource managers will have trying to implement ecosys- and if community and agency roles are not established,
tem management.
those responsible for promoting and guiding ecosystem
If ecosystem management is going to work, at the most management will not reach the goals they have promised.
basic level people must be able to tell each other whatthis In short, are we as policy makers, administratorsand naturtype of management means. To do this we feel the work al resource management professionalssetting up ecosysdone by Syme et al. (1994) simplifies the definition into tem managementto fail?
three basic areas. In recognizing the interdependence of
the bio-physical, economic and social dimensions of the Differentscales in
ecosystemmanagement
human environment in planning, decision making and
and acting at larger than usual scales is implicit
Planning
choice, they have summarized a set of guiding principles in ecosystem management. For instance, the importance
as:
of spatial scale is recognizing in differences between indiphilosophy

fostering an organizationalculture and associated attitudes which view co-operationand
collaboration as essential.

vidual enterprise and regional land use objectives (e.g.
Lefroy et al. 1992, Morton et al. in press). At a still larger
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scale, national policy agendas such as Rangeland Reform

its emphasis on goals, technical models of the environ'94 in the USA, and the Strategy for Ecologically ment, and the generation of optimal solutions. But is this

enough? If ecosystem management is more complex than
we can imagine, some new ways of thinking and planning
process.
are needed. In particular we need ways of "systems thinkThere are other concepts of scales that we thinkare im- ing" that handlethe social values and activitiesthat occur in
portant. Commonly the terms "ecosystem management" a landscape. An alternative "soft systems" approach,
and "whole catchment management' have been interpreted places a reduced emphasison the need to establish clearly
to imply bio-physicalboundaries for the process. This may defined goals and accepts ambiguity and richness in the
not always be appropriate or workable. As Syme et al. description of systems by people. It does not assume that
(1994) points out, the process may operate better if the all the complexityof the world can be representedby "hard"
"catchment" boundaries are defined in social terms, as in models, but it provides a methodology by which rich picnaturally forming communitiesand groups. Alternativelythe tures of the current situation can be compared to preferred
spatial scale of a significant problem,suchas the economic conceptual models of the total environment. In comparing
difficulties of a particular land use (eg. the wool growing in- these views (constructs or mental models), action can be
dustry in Australia) may define the boundary.
taken to improve the current situation. Soft systems methEcosystem management will necessarily operate over ods of inquiry, analysis and action are tools for shared
longer time scales than traditional management interven- learning and participative decision making. They are contions. Finally, we need to work within an inclusive inter-dis- cerned with improvementor accommodationto the current
ciplinary scale, one that draws upon expertise and wisdom situation, and not the generation of optimal solutions
in the social and managerial arts and sciences as well as (Checkland1985).
the traditional bio-physical pursuits. In short, each time an
Soft systems methodologyprovidesone philosophicalapecosystem approach is used it will be very individualistic proach. But whatever philosophy guides ecosystem manand managers will have to reagementestablishingrigor in
sist the attempt to use a "one
the
"Ecosystem management is not simply more
process will be critical.
size fits all" approach.
than
we
is
more
than
complex
think,
Indeed, the quality of the
complex
we can think...".
process, rather than the naBuilding a process
ture of the solutions should
Models are being develbe the focus of our efforts in
oped for ecosystem management (e.g. Lefroy et al. 1992, ecosystem management. Figure 1 presents a model that
Syme et al. 1994, Morton et al. in press), but as yet pub- shows bio-physical, economic and social considerations in
lished examplesof their successful use are rare. Currently, the choice of a land use. This mixture of influences conin our view, ecosystem management as a concept has de- forms with the stated definitionsof
ecosystemmanagement
veloped largely from "an article of faith" held by policy mak- presented above. However, implementingthis model would
ers and bureaucrats. For instance,Jack Ward Thomas,fora shift from past operating paradigms. Most natmer Chief of the US Forest Service, has stated that represent
ural resource management programs in the past have de"Ecosystem management is not simply more complex than voted most of their effort to
bio-physical considerations,
we think, it is more complex than we can think...". If we are
some to economicconcerns and have virtually ignored sogoing to propose such a complex system to managers, we cial issues. How many of us have
seriously thought about
suggest it should be based on a process people can adapt how to
these social issues into management?
integrate
to their individualsituationsunder a common definition.
In keeping with a soft systems approach, the model (Fig.
To implement a process based on the guiding principles
1)
presents the process of assessmentand choice as iterapresented by Syme et al. (1994) requires peopleto incorpo- tive.
The range of desired states and managerial options
rate into their culture, four explicit building blocks (Hollick
will
change due to influences internal and external to the
and Mitchell 1991). First, a systems and integrated apdecision
making process. These may include evolving viproach must address key issues and the relationship benew
sions,
options and altered national agendas. Managing
tween those issues. Adopting a stakeholder approach recthese
inevitable
changes requires the process itself to be
ognizes the legitimacy of a wide range of interests in the
trusted
and transparent. By being transparent,
robust,
process and the right of stakeholders to quality information.
those
involved
can
see breakthroughsthat occur, changes
A partnershipapproachrequires specified rolesfor different
in
direction
and
critical
points for action. From this, our adstakeholders, who are searching for common objectives in
vice
is
for
to
focus
more closely on what their role
agencies
an equitable manner. Finally,a balanced approachis needed between economic development, the protection of bio- is in processdesign and management.
Part of designing a good process will be to attend to the
physical systems and the satisfaction of social norms and
values.
community's social values, recognized by Brunson (1992)
Planningand action in natural resource managementhas as one of the building blocks for effective natural resource
generally occurred within the "hard systems" tradition, with managementin a multi-value world. Disputes involving the
Sustainable Development in Australia provide a context

and something of a higher-order "boundary" for the

it
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Model for Ecosystem Management
vaIues

)

FIg. 1. Conceptualintegrationof hard(—) and soft (— — —) system models todevelop effectiveecosystemmanagementplans.
use of scientific data in policy making decisions revolve
around a confusion of scientific judgments and community
values (Hammond and Adelman 1976). While the role of
values in interpreting scientific data is depreciated and the
assessment of values and facts is confused, disputes will
rage. On the one hand, natural resource managementprofessionals (and scientists) will advocate policy positions on
the basis of how their values guide the interpretation of
technical data. The values of others involved are not addressed because natural resource managers feel they are
there to manage the bio-physical components. Thus they
assume the role of determining the community values that
should govern choice—a role for which theyhave no special
authority. This often conflicts with community values and
norms because natural resource managers may seriously
mis-interpret those values (Vining and Ebreo 1991) as well
as those within their own agency (Cramer et al. 1993).
Conversely, by making scientific data the basis for advocacy, community folk will use their values as a base in interpreting those data. This often gets them embroiledin arguments about the relative merits of scientific data, an area
where they may not be competent. That this process too
often occurs is evidenced by the increasing tendency for
land use disputes to end up in court with scientists engaged
to argue opposing points of view—in short to become "hired
guns" for opposing sets of values. If ecosystem management is to succeed, we must do better than this!
Scientific facts (and judgments) need to be considered
separately from community values. Community social values about desirable policy, states and decisions need to be
externalizedas a basis for collaborativeworkby the participants. The prioritiesand preferencesindicated by these social values can be assessed in relation to available technical knowledge—a more rational and transparent combination of facts and values. This process makes clear one role

of the Natural ResourceManagementAgency in ecosystem
management—that of providing scientific data rather than
using that data to assume a role in establishingcommunity
values. Therefore, instead of community values being ignored, or taken for granted as in the past, the values that
people bring to managingecosystemsneed to be revealed,
understoodand appreciatedas an essential partof the decision making process. Attending to people's values requires as much intellectualand analytical effort as we have

traditionally given to bio-physicaldata. But obviously, it requires different skills. If the ideas of Hammond and
Adelman (1976) are used the participantsin an ecosystem
management process develop a preferred suite of preferences or policy choices as determined by their social values. This requires mediation skills or judgment research
techniques. Scientific facts are then used to determine feasible options that will move toward improved or preferred
positions. The process should be iterative—as learning occurs about the nature of the preferencesand available options.
Working with community values contributes to shared visions (Figure 1) developed by the community and resource
managementagencies. The process uses these visions to
determine the range of desired outcomes; and an understanding of the roles each participant must play in managing the process. The relationshipswithin and between the
community and resource managers must be built in an atmosphere of mutual trust and understanding.This implies
new forms of relationshipwithin and betweenthe agencies
and the community and a commitment to those relationships that is stronger than established organizational allegiances.

An emphasison managing roles and relationships rather
than entities; problems of discontinuous change, and the
focus on shared visions suggeststhat existing autonomous
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organizations may not be appropriate to the task. One program operating in the South West Queensland rangelands
in Australia has recognizedthe need for a genuine "whole
of Government" approach to process management (Hoey
1994). In particular, strategic networks between agencies
will allow collaborative work on the uncertain and unstructured problems that will be encountered in ecosystemmanagement. Further, higher level synergies will emerge as a
consequenceof this work (Limerick and Cunnington1993).
We see three separate roles for these networks—facilitating the process, some higher order "boundary riding" role
(e.g. ensuring that acceptable options address environmental "bottom lines"); and providing technical information.Part
of the skill of managementwill be to make obvious the contrast betweenthese roles. These roles will often have to be
played by different individuals and may need different organizations to be successful.
Ultimately, ecosystem management is best viewed as
whole community (including agencies) learning rather than
system optimizing. In learning to manage the expanded
view of what determines an "ecosystem", those involved
will learn to work together, to formulate problems (rather
than simply identify them) and to test accommodationsto
these problems.If they follow Checkland's(1985) approach
which views systems models as relevant for arguing about
the world, not as actual models of the world, the participants will learn to be comfortable with ambiguityin content.
They will develop confidence in their process management
abilities. In particular,theywill learn to manage conflict and
recognizethe benefits of some forms of conflict.
Two sorts of learning can occur. Thework done by communities and agencies should encourage "double loop
learning"—where the basic assumptions underlyingthe
ecosystem management process and content are tested,
rather than merely learning how to operate more effectively
within those assumptions ("single loop learning") (Argyris
1994). For example, attempting to rehabilitate rangeland
using crested wheatgrass for grazing could be an example
of single loop learning—testing the assumption that grazing
is an appropriate human or bio-physical activity for that
areasuggests double loop learning.
We mentioned earlier that people skills will be critical to
successful implementation of ecosystem management. In
Figure 2, van Beek and Coutts (1992) provide a spectrum
of the level of skills needed relative to the complexity of a
situation. We hope that the preceding discussion highlights
the complexity of ecosystem management—the prospect of
working with these complexities causes many of us discomfort! Becauseof these complexitieswe will have to do more
than the traditional information transfer and problem solving
to ensure that we look for ways to educate ourselves and
our communitiesto further the development of our human
resources. Looking at Figure 2 shows the need for people
skills to provide for education and human resource development for increasinglycomplex situations—something that
traditional natural resourcesagencies have in short supply.

23

COMPLEXITY OF SITUATION
Fig. 2. Relationship between skills managers need to deal with
people and the complexity ofnatural resource managementsituations.

This model does not depreciate the need for good biophysical knowledge and skills in problem solving. But the
new skills will make the difference in ecosystem management. Genuinecommitment by natural resource managers,
their agencies and communities to the development of
these people skills will be required. The alternative will be
to seek these skills from other groups or within newly developed networks.
Traditional people skills such as group processes and facilitation are being developed in agencies. Extending opportunities for these skills to be developed by communities
involved in ecosystemmanagementshould also be a priority for agencies. Newer skills will be needed in the areas of
community development, collaborativeprocesses, systems
thinking, social decision making, dispute management
(Torell 1993), social impact assessment and qualitative inquiry, to name but a few. Professional bodies such as the
Society for Range Management and the Australian

Rangeland Society have a responsibilityto play an important rote by officially recognizing the importance of these
skills. They can do two things. First, encourage genuine interdisciplinarywork beyond the bio-physical boundary and
secondly, urge the incorporationof these skills into natural
resource managementeducation programs.TheSocietyfor
Range Management has made a start by sponsoring the
Coordinated ResourceManagementPlanningworkshops.
Ecosystem management is a bold leap into uncertainty
for the natural resource management profession. Our conclusion is that the methods of the past will not deliver the
desired future. Only by deciding what our role will be and
embracing new skills and processes of working with people
will our ecosystems benefit from this initiative. But in managing ecosystems, we should also accept Checkland's
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(1985) advice that the aim in managing complex human activity systems is not optimization but improvement,with the
learning derived from our efforts contributing to further improvement.
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Native
Crass Drill
ACCURATELY PLANTS
ALL TYPES OF SEED

• Flufflynative grasses
• Tiny legumes
• Medium sized wheat grasses
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Riparian Shade and Stream Temperature:
An Alternative Perspective
Robert L. Beschta
or streams in the upper Columbia River Basin, and
elsewhere across much of the Intermountain West, the
important role of shade with respectto stream temperatures has become an increasinglyimportantissue.Forexample, the recentdiscussionof riparian systems by Larson and
Larson (Rangelands,August 1996) focused on shade and
temperature. However, I found that their perspective left

F

much unsaid concerningthe physical processes influencing
stream temperatures and the role of riparian vegetation.
There is no doubt that the reply that follows will also leave
much unsaid, but I trust that readerswill come away with a
greater understanding about the relationship between ripanan vegetation,shade, and stream temperatures.
In the Pacific Northwest, decreasing salmon populations
over the past decades have resulted in an urgent need for
improvingthe managementof watersheds,fish habitat,and
water quality. Wild salmon,which once numberedmorethan
10 million returning adults in the ColumbiaRiver basinalone,
have declined to less than one-tenth that number up and
down the coast of the Pacific Northwest(NationalResearch
Council 1996). A vanety of natural factors (ocean conditions,
climaticvariations)and human factors (fishing,dams, hatcheries, urbanization, forest practices, agricultural practices,
livestock grazing, and others) have affected salmon populations. Once salmonidsleave the ocean and enter freshwater
streams and rivers they are critically dependent upon the
quality of the water and instream habi-

tats, particularly for
spawning and rearing.
Unfortunately, many

streams in the upper Columbia
River Basin and elsewhere in the Intermountain West have
experienced serious long-term declines in the quality of
aquatic habitats for both anadromousand residentfisheries
(e.g., McIntosh et al. 1994, Wissmaret al. 1994).
Variouscharacteristics of a stream system,the adjacentnparian area, and upslope watershed conditions collectively
influence instream habitats. However, a stream's summertime temperature regime is often a critical characteristicof
habitatquality. Temperaturenot only regulatesthe biological
activity of aquatic organisms (higher temperaturesresult in
increasedmetabolicrates) but the capabilityof water to hold
oxygendecreaseswith higher temperatures.With high summertime temperatures, salmonids and other cold water
speciesmay experienceincreasedstress levels,greater susceptibilityto disease, and an inability to compete with warm
water species.
Larson and Larson (1996) indicate that the State of
Oregon has established forest practices rules and regula-

tions for riparian zones. Indeed, forest practices rules, recently modifiedto provide increased levels of protection to
fisheries and other aquatic organisms (Oregon Department
of Forestry 1994), have been in place for approximately
twenty-five years. In contrast, comparable levels of water
quality and stream protectionfor agriculturaland rangeland
streams do not exist in Oregon.A recent compilationby the
Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (1996) indicates large numbers of streams and stream miles associated with agriculturaland rangelandareas do not meet current
water quality standardsfortemperature.

Stream Temperatures and Shade
Some of the early temperature research in the Pacific
Northwestfocused on the effects of removingforest vegetation from mountain streams. This early work led to a tem-

perature prediction equation (Brown 1972) which illustrates
several important principles regarding instream temperatures. These principles are also applicable to streams

draining rangeland and agricultural areas. Brown's
Equation is:

AT=

NHXSA

XC

(1)

Q

I

where A = change in maximumdaily stream temperature
NH = net heat exchange per unitof surface area
SA = surfacearea of stream for a specific reach
Q = streamflow or stream discharge
C = coefficient
For a given reach of stream (with a given surface area and
streamflow), this simple model indicates that any increase
in the amount of heat entering a stream from solar radiation
(or other sources) will have a proportionalincrease in
stream temperature. Similarly, this relationship indicates
that instream withdrawals during summertimeperiods may
exacerbate maximumtemperatures.
A variety of heat sources and heat transfer mechanisms
(i.e., the NH term in Browns Equation) ultimately influence
the temperatureof a stream. Energyexchangesmay involve
solar radiation, Iongwave radiation, evaporative heat transfer, convective heat transfer, conduction, and advection
(e.g., Lee 1980, Beschta 1984). While the interactions of
these variables is complex,and the importanceof anygiven
variable can significantly change during a day or over the
course of a season (Beschta et al. 1987), certain of these
variablesare much more important than others.
Larson and Larson (1996) mention that direct sunlight
only accountsfor approximatelytwenty percent of the total
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ambient radiation (i.e., incoming direct and diffuse solar radiation, and incoming longwave).They seeminglydisregard
the factthat even though a stream is continuously receiving
longwave radiation it is also emitting longwave radiation
and that over a twenty-four-hour period the net longwave
radiation essentially balances. This leaves solar radiation
as the singularly most important radiant energy source for
heating streams during daytime conditions.
The amount of heat available during clear-sky conditions
in mid-summer is substantial (Fig. 1) and for an unshaded
stream, over ninety percent of the incoming energy would
become available to that stream (i.e., less than ten percent
would be reflected). Most ranchers, foresters, and agricultural landowners know that when working outdoors in the
middle of the summer it is always best to wear a hat. Hats
obviously provide a variety of functions, but one of their important functions is to shade the upper portion of the body
fromthe sun's rays (and its heat load). So it is with streams.
Riparian vegetation similarly functions as a "hat" and prevents sunlight (and its associated heat load) from reaching
the water surface.
Although Larson and Larson (1996) indicate "It is true
that shade can be used to intercept direct solar radiation
over water', theyconclude that "...in reality this interception
will yield only limited benefit in many situations." These
conclusions are apparently based on their rudimentaryexample of a relatively short (50-ft tall) tree along a 40-foot
wide stream. While a single tree removed some distance
froma channel will only shade part of a wide stream, a relatively continuous border of riparian trees (mature trees in
the IntermountainWest can also exceed 50-ft in height) located along the streambank as well as variable distances
from the bank, can significantly reduce instream energy
loads from solar radiation. This is particularly true for the
vast majority of streamsthat don't match the strict constraints (i.e., an east-west oriented stream with no sinuosity) of the Larson and Larson example.
Larson and Larson's (1996) selection of a 40-ft wide
stream for illustration purposes may not be relevant for
many aridland stream systems. For example, the Upper
Grande Ronde River Basin (drainage area of 389 square
miles) in northeasternOregon has approximately360 miles
of perennial fish-bearing stream and an additional 400
miles of non-fish bearing stream. Summertimefield assessments indicate that over ninety percent of the 38 subwater-
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FIg. 1. Solar radiation available at the surface of an unshaded
stream (Beschta 1984).

sheds comprisingthe Upper Grande River Basin have fishbearing streams with average wetted widths of 10 feet or
less (Wallowa-WhitmanNational Forest 1991); widths for
the non-fish streams would be even narrower. Only one of
the 38 subwatershed streams, consisting of the mainstem
Grande Ronde River, has a wetted width of 40 feet or
greater. For this basin, and probably most others throughout the upper Columbia River Basin, the vast majority of
stream miles important to the spawning and rearing needs
of anadromous and resident fish are represented by
streams much narrower than the 40-ftwide example developed by Larson and Larson.
Thetype of vegetation that is effective in providing shade
varies among riparian zones and size of stream. Coniferous
and deciduous trees can provide significant amounts of
shade because of their heights and extensive canopies.
Field measurements along streams with forested riparian
systems in northeastern Oregon have measured shading
levels of eighty percent or more (Bohle 1994). Mature trees
can shade more stream surface area and extend their
shadows farther across wide streams than vegetation
shorter in stature; trees along a streambankare more effective at shading a stream than those farther away. For
streams that flow through relatively open valley systems, a
combination of willows (Salix spp.), other shrubs, and cottonwoods (Populus spp.) can collectively provide critical
amounts of shade. Shrubs are important sources of shade
for intermediate sized streams whereas sedges, rushes,
and other herbaceousplants along streambankscan significantly contribute to overall levels of shading for small
meadow streams. For the majority of aridland stream systems, vegetation canpotentially provide significant levels of
shading. Where this occurs, concurrent reductions in solar
radiation levels (Fig. 1) and reductions in maximum stream
temperatures(Browns Equation)will follow.
Thecontinually changing spatial relationshipbetween the
sun, the canopy of riparian vegetation, and the amount of
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This was how summertimestream temperatureswere natu-

rally moderated when relatively large populations of
anadromous salmonidsannually cycled into and Out of
Columbia Basin stream systems over thousandsof years.
Riparian vegetation also plays another important role in

mediating summertime stream temperatures. Where
streamside vegetation has been removed or reduced by
logging, grazing, or other means, a loss of root strength en-

courages streambankerosion and channel widening during
highflow events (See Elmore and Beschta 1987, Fig. 2).
Additionalstream width typically results in relatively shallow
stream depths during summertime flows and thus contributes to increased summertime temperatures. Channel
widening also reduces the shading effectivenessof any remaining streamside vegetation. Conversely, the reestablishment of healthy riparian vegetation can cause formerly
degraded channels to narrow. Thus, vegetation has multiple roles that directly (via shading) and indirectly (via its af-

fects on channel morphology) influence and regulate

stream temperaturesin forest and range environments.
Lastly, riparian vegetation that furnishes shade and resists fluvial erosion also influenceslitter inputs, insect drop,
large and small woody debris recruitment,nutrient transformations, and other ecological processes that are integral
componentsof intact aquatic habitats (Elmore and Beschta
1987). Thus, while temperature is a 'stand alone" variable
with regard to water quality and aquatic habitat, it is also an
important indicator of numerous other ecological processes
and functionsof healthy aquatic/riparianecosystems.

Conclusions

solarenergy reaching a stream from day-to-day during the
summer is certainly more complicated than the above discussion would indicate. However, prevention of stream
heating with riparian shade is an exceptionally important
function of streamside vegetation and is the focus of this
discussion. Unfortunately, the shading function of riparian
vegetation has often been altered or reduced by a wide variety of management activities. Many historical land use

Research and field observations regarding the historical
effects of land uses indicate that a great many streams in
the upper Columbia River Basin and elsewhere in the western U.S. have levels of riparian vegetationmuch reduced or

greatly altered from what was present prior to Euro-

American settlement.The pre-settlementcondition of many
western streams and riparian systems canoften be inferred
by inspection of streamside soil profiles which are all too
frequently exposed because of eroding streambanks. For
those that take the time to examine and understandthe expractices (harvesting of riparian trees, shrub removal along tent of human impacts to channels and riparian plant comstreams, ditching and straightening of channe's, season- munities, particularlysince the turnof the century, the maglong grazing in riparian areas, and others) have adversely nitude of change is often astonishing (e.g., Chaney et al.
affected riparian vegetationcover along many western 1990, Platts 1991, Wissmar et al. 1994). Even so, functionstreams (Kauffman and Krueger 1984, Platts 1991, al riparian plant communitiesthat produceadequatestream
Mcintosh et al. 1994, Wissmar et al. 1994, National shade and provide improved bank stability can usually be
ResearchCouncil 1996).
reestablishedand restored, often over relatively short periIf a manager's objective is to prevent excessively high ods of time. Recovery of riparian vegetation can also prosummertimestream temperatures,then a well-vegetatedri- vide a parallel improvementin stream temperatures,overall
parian area which provides extensive amounts of shade to water quality, and instream habitats for a variety of fish and
a stream would seemingly be the simplest and most effec- aquatic organisms. Improving riparian vegetationand
tive way of doing so. Shade from streamsidevegetation, in channel conditions may also beneficially affect moisture
conjunction with otherprocesses facilitated by intact ripari- regimes of meadow systems and increase forage producan zones (e.g., hyporheic exchange), provides the mecha- tivity.
There are major opportunities for improving water ternnism(s) for preventing or minimizing high temperatures.
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peratures and aquatic habitats for many streams in eastern
Oregon and the upper Columbia River Basin. Increased
levels of shading for water quality limited streams would
greatly improve summertime stream temperatures in most
situations. In many instances it may even be possible to reduce maximum temperatures so they no longer exceed
state water quality standards. As a society, we may continue the debate whether western streams really have a temperature problem (they do), what are the causal mechanisms (shade really is important), and who is responsible.
However, it is clearthat achieving improved levels of riparian shade and decreased summertimetemperatureswill require landowners to change those management practices
that have contributed to current conditions. It is also clear,
that without such changes, fish and other aquatic organisms will continue to feelthe heat.
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Browsing the Literature
Jeff Mosley
This section reviewsnew publications available about the art
and science of rangeland management. Personal copies of
these publications can be obtained by contacting the respective publisher or seniorauthor (addresses shown in parentheses). Suggestions are welcomed and encouraged for items to
include in future issues of Rangelands.

Managing the compositionof native and naturalisedpastures
with grazing. D.R. Kemp, P.M. Dowling, and D.L. Michalk. 1996.
New Zealand J. Agr. Res. 39:569—578. (New South Wales Agr.
Pasture Development Group, Forest Road, Orange, NSW 2800,
Australia). Provides examples of adjusting the timing, frequency,
and intensity of grazing to purposely alter the botanical composition of pastures.

AnimalEcology
Bighorn sheep responseto ephemeral habitat fragmentation

Hydrology

Effect of sedimentparticle sizeand temperature on fecal bacby cattle. J.A. Bissonette and M.J. Steinkamp.1996. Great Basin teria mortalIty rates and the fecal collform/fecalstreptococci
Natural. 56:31 9—325. (Dept. Fisheries & Wildl., Utah State Univ., ratio. J.M. Howell, M.S. Coyne, and P.L. Cornelius. 1996. J.
Logan, UT 84321). Results suggestthat newly reintroduced Environ. Qual. 25:1216—1220. (Dept. Agron., Univ. of Kentucky,
bighom sheep are sensitiveto the presenceof cattle.
DistributIonof mule deerin relationto water sourcesIn northern California.B.B. Boroski and A.S. Mossman. 1996. J. WildI.
Manage. 60:770—776. (USDA For. Ser., Pacific Southwest Res.
Sta., 2081 E. Sierra Ave., Fresno, CA 93710). Mule deer females
averaged 1.2 to 1.6 km from watersources and the average greatest distance from waterwas2.5 km.
Elemental content of animal lIcks along the eastern slopesof

the Rocky Mountains in southern Alberta, Canada. J.F.
Dormaar and B.D. Walker. 1996. Can. J. Soil Sci. 76:509—512.
(Agr. Canada Res. Ctr., Lethbridge, AB T1J 4B1, Canada).
Documentsthat "salt licks" differin their mineral content and suggests that an ungulate may use specific lick sites depending on
the ungulate'snutritive status.

The use of spatial memoryby grazinganimalsto locate food
patchesIn spatiallyhomogeneousenvironments: An example
wIth sheep. G.R. Edwards, J.A. Newman,A.J. Parsons, and JR.
Krebs. 1996. AppI. Anim. Behav. Sci. 50:147—160. (Dept. Biol.,
Univ. of London Imperial College of Sci., Technology & Medicine,
Ascot SL5 7PY, Berks, England). Sheep in a controlled setting
used spatial memory but also sightor smell to help them find preferred food patches.

Lexington, KY 40546). Fecal coliform/fecal streptococci (FC/FS)
ratios are influencedbyambient temperature,the presenceof sediment, and sediment particle size, all of which make the FC/FS
ratio a poor indicatoroffecal contaminationin surfacewaters.

Influence of rlparian canopy on macroinvertebratecomposition and food habits of Juvenile salmonidsin several Oregon

streams. W.R. Meehan. 1996. USDA Pacific Northwest Res. Sta.
Res. Paper 496. (PublicationsDept., Pacific Northwest Research
Station, P.O. Box 3890, Portland, OR 97208-3890).The amount of
riparian canopy was not of practical importance in terms of the
amountof preferredfood availabletojuvenile salmonids.
Improvements

Control of aspen poplar, balsam poplar, prickly rose and
westernsnowberry with metsulfuron-methyland 2,4-0. G.G.
Bowes and D.T. Spurr. 1996. Can. J. Plant Sd. 76:885—889. (Agr.

Canada, 107 Sci. Crescent, Saskatoon, SK S7N 0X2, Canada).
Metsulfuron applied at 60 g a.i./ha effectively controlled the four
woody speciesfor sevenyearsin east-centralSaskatchewan.

Improving wildlife habitat quality on sagebrush rangelands
with Spike 20P herbicide. R.A. Olson and T.D. Whitson. 1996.
Down to Earth 51(2):7—13. (Dept. Rangeland Ecol. & Manage.
Univ. of Wyoming, Laramie, WY 82071). Low rates of tebuthiuron
reduced canopy cover of big sagebrush, enhanced plant and animal diversity, and increased herbaceousforage for livestock and

Winter range use by cattle of different ages in southwestern
Montana. J.M. Beaver and B.E. Olson. 1997. AppI. Anim. Behav. wildlife.
Sci. 51:1—13. (B.E. Olson, Dept. Anim. & Range Sci., Mont. State
Univ., Bozeman, MT 59717). Young (3-year-old), inexperienced Plant population responsesto broadcast herbicide applicacows used a winter pasture less efficiently, and were presumably tionsfor spottedknapweed control. P.M. Rice and J.C. Toney.
1996. Down to Earth 51(2):14—19. (Div. Biol. Sci., Univ. of Mont.,
more cold-stressed,than older(7- to 8-year-old)cows.
Missoula, MT 59812). "Total native forb canopy cover initially deGrazingManagement
creased due to herbicide treatments, but recoveredto check-plot
Effects of grazing and burning on densities and habitats of levels by the third year after spraying."
breeding ducks In North Dakota. A.D. Kruse and B.S. Bowen.
1996. J. WildI. Manage. 60:233—246. (U.S. Fish & Wildl. Ser., Productivity and composition of smooth and meadow
8711 37th St. SE, Jamestown, ND 58401). Vegetation and ducks bromegrassmixtureswith alfalfa under frequent cutting manrecoveredquickly after grazing, but burning reduced brushy vege- agement. J.R. Pearen and V.S. Baron. 1996. Can. J. Plant Sd.
tation that provided attractive nesting habitat for many species of 76:763—771. (Agr. Canada, Lacombe Res. Ctr., Lacombe, AB T4L
1W1, Canada). Compared with smooth bromegrass/alfalfa mixupland nestingwaterfowl.
tures, Regar meadow bromegrass/alfalfamixtures produced 18 to
Livestockinfluenceson riparlan zones and fish habitat:A bib- 53%more dry matter in summerand 40 to 69% more in autumn.
liography. R. Larsen, W. Krueger, M. Barrington,J. Buckhouse,
M. George, and D. Johnson. 1997. Ore. State Univ. Ext. Ser. PubI. ManagementPlanning
Public
in

EM-8660. ($25; Extension Publications, Ore. State Univ.,
Corvallis, OR 97331). A riparian bibliography on four computer
disks containing 1,521 entries with 428 of them relating directly to
grazing impacts on riparianzones andfish habitat.

participation forest planning: 8 attributes of success. B. Shindler and J. Neburka. 1997. J. For. 95:17—19. (Dept.

For. Resources,Ore. State Univ., Corvallis, OR 97331). Basic organizationalskills, attention to detail, commitment to constituents
and good leadership make the difference between success and
frustration.
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Status of the Interior Columbia Basin: Summary of scientific Land use and landscapechangein the Colorado Mountains.
findings. USDA-FSand USDI-BLM. 1996. USDA For. Ser. Pacific 2. A case study of the East River Valley. D.M. Theobald, H.
Northwest Gen. Tech. Rep. PNW-GTR-385. (Publications Dept.,
Gosnell, and W.E. Riebsame. 1996. Mountain Res. and
Pacific Northwest Research Station, P.O. Box 3890, Portland, OR
97208-3890).This144-page report summarizesthe scientific findings from the Interior Columbia Basin Ecosystem Project, an assessment of 145 million acres within the northwesternUS.

Why don't federal employeesuse alternativedispute resolution more often? J.R. Schumaker, J.O'Laughlin, and J.C.
Freemuth. 1997. J. For. 95:20—22. (USD1 Bureau of Land

Manage., Denver Federal Center, Lakewood, CO 80225-0047).
Eighty-eight percent of the respondents indicated that they were
unaware of the policies and programs within their agencies for al-

Development16:407—418. (Natural Resource Ecology Lab, Cob.
State Univ., Fort Collins, CO 80523). Documents changes in the
ecological and social landscape caused by ranchettes in a
Coloradomountainvalley.
Author is associateprofessor and extension range managementspecialist, Dept. of Animal and Range Sciences, Montana State Univ.,
Bozeman,MT 59717.

ternative dispute resolution (e.g., mediation, facilitation, or
CoordinatedResource Management).
Plant/AnimalInteractions

Effects of summer grazing by caribou on composition and
productivity of vegetation: Community and landscapeievel.
M. Manseau, J. Huot, and M. Crete. 1996. J. Ecol. 84:503—513.
(Univ. Laval, Centre Etud Nord, St. Foy, PQ G1K 7P4, Canada).
High carrying capacity of winter range has contributed to caribou
degradingtheir summer range.

Herbivory in the IntermountainWest: An overview of evolutionary history, historic cultural impactsand lessonsfrom the
past. J.W. Burkhardt. 1996. Idaho For., Wildl., and Range Exp.
Sta. Bull. 58. ($10, Forestry Publications, Collegeof Forestry,
WildI. & Range Sd., Univ. of Idaho, Moscow, ID 83844). Presents
convincing evidence that rangeland plants of the Intermountain
West evolved with significant grazing pressure from mammals,
and suggests ways for livestock grazing to better emulate prehistoricgrazing patterns.
Modificationof ecosystemsby ungulates.N.T. Hobbs. 1996. J.
WildI. Manage. 60:695—713. (Cob. Div. Wildi., 317 W. Prospect,
Fort Collins, CO 80526). Reviews the indirect effects of ungulates
on nutrient cycling, net primary production, and disturbance
regimesin terrestrial ecosystems.
Plant Physiology

How do plants survive ice? C.,J. Andrews. 1996. Annals of Bot.
78:529—536. (Agr. Canada, Eastern Cereal & Oilseed Res. Ctr.,

Ottawa, ON K1A 0C6, Canada). Describes the process used by
plants to alleviate stress imposed by ice cover.
Non-mycorrhizai uptakeof amino acids by roots of the alpine

sedge Kobresla myosuroldes implications for the alpine nitrogen cycle. T.K. Raab, D.A. Lipson, and R.K. Monson. 1996.

Oecologia 108:488-494. (Dept. Environ., Population & Organism
Biol., Univ. of Cob., Boulder,CO 80309). Reportedthat a common
alpine sedge can uptake intact amino acids as a principal source
of nitrogen, enabling the plant to meet its nitrogen demands despite slow nitrogen mineralization rates due to cold soil temperatures.
Socioeconomics

Conservation easementson Montana ranches. J.E. Knight.
1996. Mont. State Univ. Ext. MontGuide MT-9618. (Extension
Publications, 118 Cuibertson Hall, Mont. State Univ., Bozeman,
MT 59717). Answers several commonly asked questions about
conservationeasements.

Land use and landscapechange in the Colorado Mountains.
1. Theory,scale, and pattern.W.E. Riebsame, H. Gosnell, and
D.M. Theobald. 1996. Mountain Res. and Development
16:395—405. (Dept. Geography, Campus Box 260, Univ. of Cob.,
Boulder, CO 80309). Discusses the landscape effects of rural
sprawl in the Colorado mountainsand concludes with suggestions
for planning at the landscapescale.

Research Scientist—Agronomist/AnimalScientist/Agilcultural Engineer USDA—ARS, University Park PA
Permanent full time research scientistto lead and conduct
research on integrated farming systems where livestock
production and grazing are major activities ThescientistIs
expected to formulate develop and apply concepts and
methodology to better assess design and managenorth
eastern U.S. farming systems for purposesof Improving:
their productivity sustainability profitability and environ
mental impacts The focus is on establishing quantifying
and optimizing the linkages between farming systemperformance and Its components such as animal pasture for
ages crops nutrients waste pests and as a farm compo
nent within the larger landscape, watershed and communt
ty system scales where issues such as water quality and
land use are typically addressed The scientist will work
closelywiththe ARS research team at University Park and
will obtain the other expertise needed to advancethe re
search project by collaboration with other researchers and
institutions Must be a U S citizen have adegreein agron
amy animal science or agnculturalengineering with sutfi*
cient specializedcourse work to directly support this as
signment; have knowledgeof systems analysis,systems
modeling, or systems engineering; and have the ability to
plan, conduct and publish research results relating to
farm—based or agnculturalecosystemor forage—livestock
farming systems. Salary commensuratewith experience
$53,456to $63,189per year (GS-13/14). For copy of the
application package, call 814-863-0939 or FAX 814-8630935 For Information on the research project call Dr Harry
Pionke Research Leader Incompleteapplications will not
be considered Applicationsin response to this advertisementmust be marked (ARS D7N 0077) and postmarked by
May 5 1997 USDAARS IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER.
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Grazing the Hill
Vivan M. Jennings
Communication,Communication,Communication
When we think about buying a house, the Realtor often
states the most important factor to consider is location, location, location! Within an organization, a similar statement
might be made for communication.Afterreturning fromthe
Societyfor Range Managementmeetings in Rapid City, I've
concluded we need to improve communicationand understanding within the Society. Whether real or perceived,
many members feel they aren't informed about issues
they're concerned about that are being discussed within

new bill. Thisof course, doesn't mean that something to replace it won't emerge at any time. Most observers feel it
may be summer before a new strategy might surface.
There will likely be strong feelings expressed over grazing
fees and NEPA compliance emerging from the old PRMA
once discussions begin. It is doubtful that a broad array of
environmental issues will surface as part of new discussions. This was the part that bogged discussions down the
last time, and caused a lot of controversy, not that grazing
fees and NEPA are not key issues on the agenda.

SAM.
It seems we can never have too much communication The Outlookfor the
Endangered SpeciesAct (ESA)
and discussion to better understandwhere we stand on imIt doesn't look good at this writing for ESA reforms. It apportant issues. It is through this process that we come to pears there is less than a 50:50 chance that anything prounderstand where we need to focus our resources and ar- ductive will
happen in the 105th Congress on ESA. There
rive at an organizationalpurpose.
are so many splits betweenpro and congroups on the subWe have among our membership a reasonable vision of
Common thought, is that the public will hear about acthe future of the organization, and a good idea of what our ject.
tion being taken, but, then it will again get bogged down in
mission should be to attain that vision. Possibly, we have process. Secretary of Interior Babbit will likely proceed to
lost sight that our organizations vision changes with time draft a bill and start hearings. This will again open up the
and that we need to renew that vision as change takes
pro and con viewpoints where there has been disagreeplace. But, have we clearly laid out the path to follow and ment in the past.
communicatedwith the membershiphow best to get there?
Concern was expressed recently by Bob Smith (R-OR),
When we do that, we will build trust and respect for SAM new Chair of the
House Agriculture Committee that in the
and why we are members.
Pacific Northwest,which constitutes50%of the U.S. forest
production, that 85% of the production is now shut down
Environmental and Natural Resource Legislation
due to ESA and other environmental constraints. He exIt is becoming increasingly difficult to address environ- pressed strong feelings that we must finda way to manage
mental and natural resource issues in national legislation. forest and other natural resources in a more productive
The 105th Congress views these very complex issues as way.
impacting different groups of society in many differing
ways. Air, water, landscape and lifestyle use issues are TheConservation Reserve Program(CAP)
viewed differently by different constituencies.Many of these
CAP is now administered by the Farm Service Agency
audiences wantquite different outcomes from new environThe 1996 Farm Bill changed the funding for the
(FSA).
mental legislation. Their views are supported by scientific CAP from annual
appropriations to the Commodity Credit
factand seen as impactingpeople in unacceptableways. It
and combined the Agricultural
Corporation
(CCC)
is therefore becoming increasingly difficult for Congressto Conservation
Program
(ACP) and several other cost-share
come to agreement on how to pass environmentallegisla- conservation
into the Environmental Quality
programs
tion and not be in disagreement with its constituents over Incentives
Program (EQIP). Although EQIP is funded
the issue.
it is administered by the Natural Resources
CCC,
through
At a recent Washington Conservation Roundtable meet- ConservationProgram
(NACS).
ing, CongressmanMichael Castle (R-DE) asked; "Where is
CAP provides annual rental paymentsto owners of envithere any common ground on western states issues?" He
sensitive land. Presently, there are about 33
stated that; "Very few, if any members of Congress, are ronmentally
million acres in the program. Additionally, the 1996 Farm
anti-environmental.They just look at the issues differently." Bill made other
changes impacting CAP. First, new signHe feels that moderation and flexibility on issues such as
were
authorized
through 2002 to maintainenrollment of
this will be important for anything to be resolved in the upsto 36.4 million acres.
Second, the legislation expanded
up
105th Congress.
authorized uses of conservation and environmentallypriority areas to target conservation funding. Third, the legislaPublic Rangelands Management Act (PRMA)
tionestablished unilateral early termination authority applicPRMA as we have known it is gone! In fact, right now, able to certain acreage under CRP contract.
there doesn't appear to be a clear strategy for revival of a
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The 1998 budget incorporatedthe above comments. were zeroed out in the process. This would eliminate, or
Sign-up 14, announced June 13, 1996 was a continuous greatly reduce many of these programs from the
sign-up for acreage placed in high priority practicessuch as Cooperative States Research, Education, and Extension
filterstrips, ripanan buffers, grassed waterways and shelter Service (CSREES). This would impact a number of Land
belts. Sign-up 15 was conducted March3—28, 1997.
Grant research and Extension programs. It would also
greatly impact research and Extension involvement in the
GLCI as that program looks toward Phase 2 development.
Conservation of Private Grazing Lands
This program administered by NRCS is more commonly Water quality programs were reduced by $2 million in the
known as the Grazing Lands Conservation Initiative (GLCI) Extension budget. Buildings and Facilities grants were zeand was authorized by the 1996 Farm Bill. This is a pro- roed out (from $62 million) as well. The overall 1998
budget was cut from $486 million to $424 million.
gram for the 642 million acres of private grazing lands. It is CSREES
to ensure that technical, educational, and related assis- Largest increases went to the National Research Initiative
tance is provided to those who own private grazing lands. (NRI) from $94 million in 1997 to $130 million in the 1998
Theprogram has not been appropriatedanyof the $60 mil- budget.
lion authorized. However, GLCI hasreceived a total of $ 15
million of earmarkedfunds to carry out its missionto date.
TitleEight of the 1996 Farm Bill is a High Priority in the
The 1998 budget includesa request for an increase of $4 105th Congress
million for training in rangeland conservation and improving
The Researchand ExtensionTitleof the Farm Bill is seen
the skills of non-Federalconservation district staff. It is not as a high priority for discussion and possible action by
clearhow these funds wererequested.
Congress. The Senate Ag Committee under the leadership
The GLCI Steering Committee has requested that state of Senator Richard Lugar (A-IN) held four hearings March
GLCI coordinator positions be made permanentpositions.
11,13, 15, and 20, 1997. The House Ag Committeewill be
scheduling hearings later in March or April. The Senate Ag
is circulating a list of questions about research
Pulling Together—ANational Strategyfor invasive Plant Committee
and Extension. It was sent to Land Grant Universities and
Management
The Pulling Together initiative is rapidly moving forward. generateda lot of attention. The questions have also gone
On rangeland, invasive plants crowd out more desirable to professional societies and other agricultural organizaand nutritious forage plants, cause erosion problems and tions. Anyone may commenton the questions.
Much of the concern centers on questionsabout possible
may poison some wildlife and livestock species. "Pulling
in the researchsystemstructure and whatit would
changes
Together: National Strategy for Invasive Plant Manage- look
like if it were created today to meet current needs. Is
ment" presents a nationwide strategy of prevention, control
and restoration.The National Strategy will deal with identi- there a need for a college of agriculture in every state?
How does ARS fit in and what is its role? What research
fying potentially invasive plant problems and will outline can be done better
privately?What if there were no federal
measures to control or eradicate those that are already a
funds
to
the
Extension Service? These and many
going
There
are
35
non-Federal
and
21
problem.
currently
other
will
be
addressed in the 105th Congress.
questions
Federal agencies endorsing the strategy. These are federal, state and local agencies and affiliated organizationswith
an intense interest in supporting a nationwide Strategy.
SAM was one of the first groups to recognize the importance of a nationalplan by endorsingthe Strategy.
The InvasiveWeed AwarenessCoalition(IWAC)
IWAC is a group of public and private sector interests
working together to initiate activities that will focus on informing others of the significance of the issue. In late April,
IWAC will sponsor a Congressionalreception. On April 15,
IWAC will hold a Congressional Sportsmen's Caucus to
broaden the interest and awareness of the issue. In 1996,
IWAC sponsored a very successful tour for Congressional
staffers interested in the subject. Negotiations are under
way to generate interest on the part of the Outdoor Life
channel to assist with awareness of the problem.
Rangeland Research Grants, Renewable Resources
ExtensIon Act, and Water Quality Programs
Several national programs impacting rangelandswere the
victim of Office of Management and Budget cost cutting efforts in the 1998 budget. These, and other small programs
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SRM Awards
Presented at the Society's 50th Annual Meeting in Rapid City, South Dakota, on February 19th and 20th, 1997.

Frederic G. Renner Award
The Frederic G. Renner Award is the

highest award bestowed by the
Society for Range Management. The

award is named for one of SRM's
founding fathers and second president.

signments

of SCS employees with other

agencies to accomplish special projects. The

establishment

of a joint Bureau of Land

Management—SoilConservation Servcie Soil
Range Teamrepresented a milestone in interagency cooperation.
Dr. Shiflethas served the rangeprofession
with distinction for many years and continues
to workforthe benefit of rangeand naturalre-

sourcesbeyond his active career within

USDA.His contributions in range are deserving of the recognition of his peers in the
Frederic G. Renner Award.

Art Bailey developed one of the first range
management programs at a Canadian
University. He has also led several fund raising drives to establish endowments for range
plant teams and graduate studies in range
ecology. He has served as a visitingprofessor
at Texas Tech University, University of Natal,
Pietermaritzburg, South Africa, University of
Witswatersrand, Johannesburg, South Africa,
and the University of Botswana, Gaborone,
Botswana.
Dr. Bailey has exhibited a sustained record
of research accomplishment to enhanceour
understanding of rangelands, and is most de-

serving of the W.R. Chapline Reserach

W.R. Chapline

Award.

ResearchAward
The W.R. Chapline ResearchAward
was established in 1986 to provide
recognitionto members ofSRM for exceptionalresearch accomplishments

W.R. Chapline

Stewardship Award
The W.R. Chapline Land Steward-

in range science and related disci- ship Award was created in 1986 to
provide recognition to members of the
plines.

Society for Range Managementforexceptional accomplishmentsand contributions to the art and science of range
management through specific range/and entities.

ThomasShiflet
Dr. Thomas Shiflet has contributed significantly to the art and science of range management. His unique style of writing and
speaking has raised the visibility of native
vegetation to the general public.
From 1987to 1994, Dr. Shiflet served as
the project managerand editor of the SRM
publication, "RangelandCover Types of the
United States." Under his guidance, regional
coordinators were assigned to develop cover
types in their regions. Coordination of these

regional experts was supervised by Dr.
Shiflet. The book serves as a tool and guide
for range managers, educators and natural
resource conservationistsacross the United
States.
Dr. Shiflet has influenced SCS policy makers and employees to maintain strong, viable
range management technology. Training formats initiated for Soil Conservation Service
range employees duringhis administration as
National Range Conservationist and Director
of Ecological Sciences in USDA are still in
use.

One of his major contributions to range

management was his role in the implementa-

tion of USDA range policy. He shares the
creditfor developing and maintaining the first
written policyon range. Dr. Shiflet served on
the Senior Executive Service of the U.S.
Governmentand exerted considerable influence on range activities. Under his leadership, he was successful in working out as-

Arthur Bailey
Dr. Arthur Bailey is a professor in Range
and Wildlife Management, Department of
Agriculture, Food, and Nutritional Science at
the University of Alberta. Dr. Bailey has been
one of the most productive range scientists
and educators in NorthAmerica.

ClarenceMortenson

Clarence Mortenson and the Mortenson
Dr. Bailey is a recognized leader in fire
offers one of the best examples of
Ranch
ecology. His co-authoredtextbook with Dr. proper land stewardship in the United States.
"Fire
of
the
United
Wright entitled,
Ecology
Mr. Mortenson, alongwith his sons, Todd and
States and Southern Canada" has been one
Jeff, currently operates a beef cattle ranch in
ofthe most extensively used textbooks on the South Dakota which has pioneered restorasubject. He has authored 49 scientific papers tion of riparian areas forover forty years.
on range ecology, plant interactions and fire
Clarence Mortenson and his sonshave had
ecology and co-authored four other bookson
an intense interest in all forms of plant and
the subject of range ecology and manage- animal life on their ranch. As early as 1950,
ment.
Clarence attemptedto restore riparian veg-
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etation with tree plantings. Thereafter he
worked at raising the watertable for vegetation and stock. Once practicallyvoid of big
game, this ranch now has abundant deer and
antelope.Many of the conservation projects
which were applied were conducted without
federal technical or financial assistance.
Water development and riparian restoration
were pet projectslong before the term "nparian was in the vocabulary of most professionals.

The Mortenson ranch has hostednumerous
tours over the years. Many leading scientists
and governmentmanagershave visited the
Mortensonsto learn about sediment control
and rangeland stewardship. Most ofthesevisitors agree that this ranch is one of the best
examples of forward thinking land managementin North America.
The techniques and visiondemonstrated by
the Mortenson ranch serve as a model to all
conservationists. This award recognizes
Clarence Mortenson and his family for dedicating most of their lives to restoring a large
piece of abusedrangeland.

technical publications, two books and one
book chapter. He is constantly consulted and
lends his expertise to scientists, producers
and others in extension and business. Dr.
Barker's vast knowledge of range plants invites many requests for his attendance at
conferences, symposia, workshops and as an
advisoror reviewer oftechnical manuscripts.
As a teacher, Dr. Barker has taught 13 different courses while at North Dakota State
University. Subjects covered in theseclasses
include, botany, agrostology, plant systematics, range plants, fire ecology and environmental ethics. He has served as a major professor for 44 graduate students at the
Masters or Ph.D. level.
Dr. Barker is a member of several professional organizations other than the SRM. He
is a member of the International Association

all who comein contact with him. He is a patient listener who carefully weighsall information before making a decision. He continues
to advance the scienceand artof range management at every opportunity in the western
states and in Mexico, Israel, Botswana,
Lesotho, Namibia, South Africa, and Somalia.
His total efforts in the broad aspect of range
management, including teaching, research,
extension administration, and service, have
made him a valuable asset for the rangeland
resource.

The Society for Range Management is
happy to select Dr. Dave Bryant for the
Outstanding Achievement Award to recognize
his contribution to the art and management of
rangelands.

of Plant Taxonomists, the American

for the Advancement of Science
and the American Institute of Biological
Association

Sciences.The American Botanical Society
selected Dr. Barker for the Henry A. Gleason
Award as a member of the Great Plains Flora
Association.

Outstanding Achievement
Award
The Outstanding Achievement Awardis
presented to individualsor groups for eminently noteworthy contributionsin advancing the science and art of range manage

For theseachievements, as well as his unwavering dedication to management and im-

provementof rangelandresources, the
Society for Range Management selects Dr.
William T. Barker for the Outstanding
Achievement Award.

ment.

A.B. Frank
Dr. A. B. Frank has made significant contributions to Great Plains agriculture and is recognized as a national authority on forage
grasses.
Dr. Frank served as Research Leaderfor
the Forage and Range Unit at Mandan from

Dave Biyant
Dr. Dave Bryant is a range professional
who contributed immensely to the range science profession through teaching, research,
and extension. He has had a significantimWilliam T. Barker
pact on a large number of young persons
through classroom lectures, 4-H, and FFA acWIllIam T. Barker has made numerous tivities in California, Arizona, and Idaho. While
professional contributionsto the science of his currentadministrativeresponsibilities as
natural resource management as a professor Dean of the College of Agriculture and
and Herbarium Curatorat NorthDakotaState Biological Sciences at SDSUrequires most of
University. Dr. Barker has shared his knowl- his attention, he maintains a keen interest in
edge with students and producersfor many the accomplishments of rangefaculty, underyears.
graduate and graduate students and, above
Dr. Barker'sresearch in the areas of range all, in landowners who excel at managing our
plant ecology and grazing are applicable to complex rangelands.
thousands of acres in the Northern Great
Dr. Bryant is atrue professional in the highPlains. He has authored 36 refereed and er education arena who elicits the respect of

1982 to 1992 and as Lead Scientist for the
same research program since 1992. Under
Dr. Frank's leadership, an NIRS lab was established whichenabled scientists to evaluate
nutritive quality of experimental lines of cultivars. Through the guidance of Dr. Frank, the
research program showed outstanding productivity (83 publications and 9 new cultivar
releases, and 4 germ plasmreleases) and developed cooperative projects with scientists at
state experiment stations and the USDANational Resource Conservation Service
Plant Materials Center. As a scientific researcher for 29 years, Dr. Frankhas authored
79 refereed publications, 1 book chapter and
numerousother technical and extension reports.
Dr. Frank is a leadspokesperson for rangeland issues for the Agricultural Research
Service at regional and national planning
meetings on forages and natural resources.
He interacts with the ARS National Program
Staff on research needs and program development. He is active in technology transfer
activities through publications and active par-
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ticipation in field tours, workshops, and user
meetings. His theories for determining grazing
readiness of grasses based on stage of development and growing degree-days have

provided a scientific basis for managing
rangelands.
Dr. Frank is truly a worthy recipient of an
SRMOutstanding Achievement Award.

35
The acting Director of the BLM, Mike
Dombeck, has shown his support for the cooperative efforts between the BLM and other
land managing entities.

Dave has led the BLM Lemhi Resource
Area staff to be a self-empowered team that
is becoming nationally recognized for their effectiveness. Under Dave's leadership, the
Lemhi staff has been working with the BLM's
National Training Center to train BLM offices
throughout the United States in Team
Empowerment techniques.
Under Daves leadership, cooperation between all land ownershipentities has been
excellent. He has beeninstrumental in devel-

laborative decision making. Dr. Roath is highly skilled in the application and implementation of these processes in interdisciplinary environments to achieve sustainable natural resource systems.
Roy is a skilled communicator who can empathize with people who work the land. Ever
practical, his insistence on simplicity has most
often led to good results. His leadership ofthe
Owl Mountain Project has made it one of the
showcases of the West. For these reasons,

Dr. Roy Roath was selected for the
Outstanding Achievement Award.

oping working partnerships with the

Salmon/Challis, Targee, and Beaverhead
National Forests, the Idaho Departmentof
Fish & game, private landowners, the Lemhi
Model Watershed, the Shoshone-Bannock
tribes, and others. Through his dedication, cooperative efforts with private landowners in
Lemhi county have resulted in ripanan inventories and riparian improvement projects on
private lands.
Dave Krosting's leadership has beenexemplary. He is deserving ofthe Societyof Range

Sherel Goodrich

Management's Outstanding Achievement
Award.

Sherel GoodrIch, has spent years devoted to the range management profession. He
has been a supporterof ecologically-based
management pracitices for over 20 years.
Sherel's extensive studies of plant taxa and
specimen collections have changed the way
rangelands are managed in Utah. Problems
he identified in desert shrub communities resulted in the development of new regional
analysis critiera for this type. Goodrich's intensive vegetativesampling on the Humbolt
National Forest led to revisions of the
lntermountain Region Analysis Handbook. He
has also played a minor role in providing valuable information to manage wildlife species.
In 1993, Sherel provided over 2000 points describing dominant vegetation types to the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

for verification

on the GAP analysis program used by the
UtahDepartment of Wildlife Resources.

Dave Krostlng, (photo unavailable), is the
Area Manager of the Lemhi Resource Area
for the Bureau of Land Management. Mr.
Krosting and his staff have developed unique

for improving

salmon habitat which
serve as national modelsfor effective range
management.
Dave Krosting has been instrumental in the
development of the Lemhi County Land Use
Plan, a unique partnership between Lemhi
County, the Bureau of Land Management,
and other federaland state agencies. He has
unselfishly given his own time over the past
threeyearsto bringindividuals of vastlydifferent backgrounds together for the common
goal of improvingriparian conditions for the
endangered Chinook and Sockeye Salmon.
solutions

Kieth E. Severson

L. Roy Roath
Dr. L. Roy Roath, Colorado Extension

Range Specialist, has spentyears working to
improve rangelands through education and
application. Roy is a member of a nationally
recognizedinterdisciplinaryteam (Colorado

State University Integrated Resource

Management) which advises livestock producers of best management strategies to improve ranch profitabilitywhile sustaining or
improving the resource base. Dr. Roath has
also beenactive asa consultant in the areaof
managed forage systems and in the design
and implementation of management plans for
livestock and wildlife on private and public
lands.
Roy has provided leadership fordesign and
implementationmanagement strategies for
sustainable systems. Included in all of these
programs, in addition to the technical support
in naturalresources, are the processes of col-

Kleth E. Severson has presented technical
papersat numerous SRM and Wildlife Society
meetings, the Rangeland Technology and
Equipment Workshop, Great Plains
AgriculturalCouncil meetings, Wyoming
Shrub Ecology Workshops, and many other
professional meetings and workshops. He
has conducted cooperative research with
South Dakota State University, the University
of Arizona, and Arizona State University, and
was coordinator for a class on natural resourcestechniquesat Black Hills State
University. His international activities include
an appointmentas Director to organize the
3rd Arid Lands Symposium held in Mexico,
and the previously mentioned publications
written for Mexican biologists.
Kieth is an outstandingindividual to work
with. He is noted in the scientificcommunity
and among managers as a personof high integrity who deals with people in a compassionate manner. Dr. Severson's accomplishments are especially unique due to his ability

to work harmoniously with many diverse

groups. He is one scientist who has successfully conducted range-wildlife research that is
supported by both livestock and wildlife interest groups.
Kieth Seversonhas contributed to the art
and scienceof rangemanagement in the universityclassroom, as a research scientist and
by interacting directly with livestock produc-

ers. He has worked cooperativelywith
Mexican scientistsand techniciansto solve
range and wildlife problems. Throughout the
35 years of his continuous membership, Dr.
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Kieth E. Severson has demonstrated the
qualifications to be honored with the
Outstanding Achievement Award by the professional societyhe has supported.

Harold Wiedemann

Dan Uresk
In a 20-year career with U.S. Forest

Fred E. Smeins
Dr. Fred E. Smelna has gainedinternational prominence through his innovative and ef-

fective research in range ecology and management. The central focus on his research
and teaching center on understanding the
structure and dynamics of rangeland plant
communitiesand ecosystems.Factors that
control the patterns and rate of plant succession and retrogression are primary objects of
study. Dr. Smeins has conducted research
projects in North America, Kenya, Morocco,
and Venezuela. His insight into the interaction
of range management practices on the rangeland ecosystem is unique. His ability to communicate this insight to a broad audience,
from producer to scientist, is extremely valuable to our profession.
Dr. Smeins is revered by students for his
scientific ability and knowledge of the rangeland ecosystem. He is a key member of the
Rangeland Management and Ecology
Department atTexas A&M University. He has
taught nine undergraduate and six graduate
level courses throughout his career. Because
of his dedication and teaching abilities, he
was selected as Honor Professor of the year
in the Collegeof Agriculture by studentvoters
based on effective teachingand student relations.
Dr. Smeins'devotion of time and effort,and
his accomplishments in research and teaching are outstanding. This is reflected in his
publication record and teaching awards. For
these reasons, Fred Smeins is most deserv-

ing of the SRM Outstanding Achievement
Award.

Service research, Dan Uresk has emerged
as a leading scientist in the northern Great
Plains. His workhas spanned a wide rangeof
problemswhich have perplexed Forest
Service and other rangeland managers: Diet
overlapof wild and domestic grazinganimals;
ways to improve riparian areas in Great
Plains woody draws and pine forests; reclamation of bentonite mine spoils, and methods
to classifyand monitor seral-state rangelands.
Perspectivesabout interactionsbetween
domestic grazing animals and wildlife on
rangelands often tend to focus on extremes,
often making common ground difficultto de-

fine. Conducting impartial, scientific research
requires rigorousscientificdisciplineand tolerance of alternative viewpoints. Dr. Uresk
has earned the respect of his researchers and
managers for his unbiased approach to investigating rangewildlife problems.
Dr. Uresk has always beenheld in the highest regard by his co-workers and other employees because of his ability to guide other
researchers and technicians. He has always
beena person of high integrity and generosity. To this end, the membership honors Dr.

Dan Uresk with SRM's Outstanding
Achievement Award.

Harold Wledemannhas made manysignif-

icant contributions to range management
through his research and development of innovative range improvement equipment. The
low-energy grubber concept is utilized worldwide in brush control. The range seeder and
grass metering devices are manufactured by
six companies and used extensively in seed-

ing Conservation Reserve Program lands
throughout the United States. The development of the semi-circular seedbox with an
auger agitator for fluffy seeds made planting
fluffygrassseed routine.
Over 85% of the grass seeders currently
marketed use the chaffygrassseed metering
devicehe invented. It has beenestimated that
over 400 million dollars worth of grass seed
will have beenplanted using this device on 38
million acres of land placed in the
Conservation Reserve Program. Mr.
Weideman has worked with Australian personnel to develop equipmentwhich can till,
smooth and form basins in one pass which
has doubled grassstanddensities. This technology is being used internationally as well as
in the United States. Harold has been recognized by his peers in ASAEas the Engineerof-the-Year(1994) and for the Engineering
Concept ofthe Year(1990).
The membership of the Society for Range
Management recognized the innovative work

to improve

rangelands by Harold Weideman
with the Outstanding Achievement Award.
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FellowAward
The Fellow Award is bestowed upon
members of the SAMin recognition of
exceptional service to the Society and
itsprograms.

Joel Frandsen
Joel Frandsen has a long term committmont to the Society for Range Management
going back to his student days at Utah State
University. He has been active in Societyaffairsat all levels through individual initiative
and networking. He has served willingly, long,
and often in many capacities behind the
Reldon Beck
scenesas well as in leadership positions. He
is a great motivator and has been responsible
Dr. Reldon Beck has made outstanding for encouraging others tojoin the Societyand
contributions to the Society for Range motivating current members to be more acManagement for over 25 years at the tive.
Mr. Frandsen is also committed to wise
University of Wyoming and New Mexico State
landstewardship. This commitment is demonUniversity.
Dr. Beckhas beena member ofthe Society strated by his many accomplishments in his
for Range Management for 31 years. During U.S. Forest Service career. He has beenparthat penod, he has servedin a variety of posi- ticularly effective in designation of unique
tions. In 1972 through 1975, he was a mem- areas for special management. His keen inber of the Board of Directors of the New terest in referenceareas has resulted in imMexico Section. In 1975, he wasa member of
proved monitoring ot rangeland and forest
the I & E Committee of the New Mexico conditions.
Joel has always been active in community
Section, and was elected president of the
same section in 1982. Dr. Beck has been a affairs wherever he lived.Manypeople recogmember of the SRM advisory Council (1981- nized his energy level and commitment and
1983), the Student Affairs Committee (1975- elected him to leadership positions. He has
been instrumental in strengthening youthpro1978), and the Member Awards Committee
(1993-1995). Reldon was Co-chair of the grams and local businesscommunities, furProgram Committee for the SRM Annual thering awareness and properuse of natural
resources. He has helped heighten awareMeeting in Albuquerque (1993).
Dr. Beckhas beena dedicated teacher who ness of our natural resources through the use
always has the best interests of students in of local history.
Joel's love of SRM is demonstrated by acmind. He has served as an advisor to the
Range Club from 1972to the present at New tion and by the forceof his dynamic personaliMexicoStateUniversity. He has been afriend ty enlisted in worthy causes. Therefore, the
and mentor to many graduate students over membership recognizes Joel Frandsen with
the years. Dr. Beckhas sharedhis knowledge the FellowAward.
at a variety of producer meetings and has
worked diligentlywith land management
agencies to solve problemson arid rangelands.

For Dr. Reldon Becks dedicated serviceto

the SRM and its mission, he is hereby granted the Fellow Award.

John McLain
John L. McLaln is a founding partner of
Resource Concepts, Inc. in Carson City,
Nevada. Since John joinedthe SRM in 1966,
he has become a leading figure in rangeland
ecology and management and a motivated
SRMspokesman.
John McLain has actively served on the
SRM Finance, Planning, and Research
Committees. He is currently a member of the
Consultants CertificationPanel and has
chaired the group in the past. He has just
completed a 3 year termas an SRMDirector.
He has chaired several section committees
and has been Nevada Section President. He
wasthe General Co-Chairman for the successful1990Reno SRMAnnual Meeting.
Mr. McLain was responsible for preparation
and delivery of a January 1992 report to
Congress entitled A Technical Review of
U.S. GeneralReports1988-1990. This report
has beenwidely acclaimed and cited for providing important insightsand perspectives in
public rangeland management. He has also
worked with congressional aides and livestockindustry leaders tocoordinate legislative
activityin response to Range Reform. Thisresulted in the Public Rangeland Management
Act of 1995 (S. 852) now beingconsidered in
Congress.
John McLain was instrumental in establishing Range Magazine and has served for 6
years on the BuckarooBoard which guides
the award winningpublication.

John McLain has been a champion for

rangelands and an advocate for the application of scientific principles to manage rangelands. He has been a national influence per-

sonally, through CARET, and the Public

Lands Council. His sustained active involvement with SAM in sections and the parent
Society are exemplary. For his outstanding
accomplishments, untiringenergy, and enthusiasm John L. McLain is recognized with the
Fellow Award.
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Outstanding Young Range
Professional

the Society and with her knowledge, dedication to the profession, and energy, she will be
one of our leaders in the future.

The Outstanding Young Range

Professional Award was inaugurated

by SRM in 1988 to recognize the

promise and potential of our younger
members. One of the major criteria for

Sustained Lifetime
Achievement Award

This award is presented to SRM
this important award is the age of members for
long-time contributions to
nominees, who must have been less the art and science
of range managethan 35years old on Januaiy 1, 1997.
ment and to the Society for Range
Management.

SidSalzman
Sld Salzman has had a long history of
serving the Society for Range Management
and Its goals. He has been aleaderand a negotiator whosetalents have beendevoted toward resolving issues.
Mr. Salzman was oneofthe founding members of the Nebraska Section of the Society
for Range Management. He served as its
president in 1954and again in 1989. During

that time, he held various posts within the
section.

Sid has received a numberof honors while
promoting sound range management principles.He was selected to the Nebraska Hall of
Agricultural Achievement in 1962. In 1978, he

was awarded the Rangemans Award from
the SAM section, and in 1985 he received the
Grassland Service Award from the Nebraska
Forageand Grassland Council.
Mr. Salzman has been a quiet, but tireless
worker whose deeds often go unnoticed. He
works behind the scenes to gather support for
needed projects and demonstrates why group
efforts are needed to solvetheseproblems. In
1992, he was a founding member of the
Nebraska LeafySpurge Task Force. His abilityto recognize problems early and buildorganizations to solve problems has been an immense benefitto ourrangeland resources.
We honor Sid Salzman with the Fellow
Award for his outstanding contribution toward
improvingrangelands through his and dedicatedservice.

Natalie Gale
Ms. NatalieGale is the current co-owner of
a ranch recreation business whichspecializes
in allowing people the opportunity to experience ranch life in the west. Ms. Galeisdeveloping a program to help clients understand
rangeland ecosystems.
As a professional working for the U.S.
Forest Service since 1991, she has been responsiblefor the management of the rangelands on the Flaming Gorge District of the
Ashley National Forest. She has renewed
grazing permitsand written grazing plans and
annual plans of use forthis district. To do this

she had to coordinate an interdisciplinary
management team, livestock permittees, and
conservation group. She has also been responsiblefor the noxious weed program on
this area which has successfully kept several
weedsfrom spreading overthe lastfive years.
She was responsible for the supervision of
several youth Conservation Corp. employees
where she provided young students with an
opportunity to learn about natural resource
management.
Ms. Gale has an exceptional approach for

Stan Tixier
Stan Tixier has been an active, dedicated
member of SRMfor 40 years. He had a very
successful and distinguished career with the
U.S. Forest Service for morethan 32 years. In
filling a variety in positions of the U.S. Forest
Service, Stan has been directly or indirectly
responsible for managing 31000,000acresof
public rangelands.
Mr. Tixier has served on numerous special
committeesand task force assignments including serving as chair of the Interagency

Grizzly and the National Communications
Task Forces. The publication from the
CommunicatsTask Force received national
recognition.
Stan Tixier has a long, dedicatedservice
record to rangelands and the SRM. He has

been honored with the Utah Governors
Award for Excellence, the Utah Section SAM
Outstanding Service Award and a USDA
Certificate of Merit. Stan has alwaysbeen an
advocate of publicizing positive range success stories and was Co-Chairman of the
with
She
has
working
people.
successfully 1988 session to "Celebrate Range
Management Successes." Stan served as
worked with interdisciplinary teams and public
groupsfromdifferentbackgrounds underdiffi- president ofthe SRM in 1991.
Mr. Tixierhas alwaysbeena tireless workcult circumstances. She is always helping
them understand how rangelands function er for the SRM, the U.S. Forest Service and
and how they can be used properly. For the range resources. He is deserving of the
Sustained Lifetime Achievement Award.
last four years, she has beenone of the Utah
Section Natural Resource Field School (formallythe Range Youth Camp) councilors and
was selected asthe Director lastyear.
Ms. Gale is an extremely active member of
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1997 Annual Meeting Winners
Range Plant IdentificationWinners
Teams

1st Place: (L-R) 'Antonio Narrow—Cecilia Tlaseca

Alquezada, Rosallnda Cervantes Mtz. (2nd Place
individual), Jose Leodegarlo Mendez Jose (4th Place
lndvldual), GuillermoLápóz GulIlén (1st Place BLM
Award), andJohn Hunter.

2nd Place: (L-R) "University of Alberta"—Erwin Dale, Robert
Sissons, Christine Pitchford, Geoff Hoar, Dayle Soppet,
Mandy Bogen, Annolee Olund, Christ Stefner, Shannon
Smith, Tiffanie Billey, Janna Wowk,, andJohn Hunter.

3rd Place: (L-R) "Texas A&M Univ. "—Glen Skinner(3rd
Place Individual), Justin Clary, Lezli Alley, Vickie
Schneider, MelissaBudd, andJohn Hunter.

Individuals

1st Place BLM Award: Guillermo
Lópéz Guillén (Antonio Narro) presented byJim Fox.

2nd Place:

Rosalinda Cervantes Mtz.

(Antonio Narro) presented by John
Hunter.

3rd Place: Glen Skinner, (Texas A&M
University) presented by John
Hunter.
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Plant IdentificationWinnersContinued
Team

4th Place: (L-R) "Texas Tech Univ."—Cale Wenmohs,
CharityKraft, Devyn Richardson, presentedby JohnHunter.

Individual

4th Place Individual: Jose Leodegurio
Mendez Jose (Antonio Narro) presentedbyJohn Hunter.

5th Place: (L-R) "Brigham Young Univ. "—Amy Taylor, Robert
Cox, Kevin 0. Bunnell, Robert Finck, Jared Fofsch, Libbie
Noah, andJohn Hunter.

5th Place Individual: Dayle Soppet
(Universityof Alberta) presented by
John Hunter.
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Undergraduate Range Management Exam Winners
Team

1st Place: (L-R) "Texas A&M Univ."—Corby Craig,
Christopher Davis (1st Place USFS Individual), Kyd

Individual

1st Place USFS Award: Christopher

Kelley, Andrew Murr, Stephen Barton, Everette Newiand

Davis, (TexasA&M Univ.) presented
byJoel D. Holtrop.

2nd Place: (L-R) "University of Alberta"—Chris Stefiner,

2nd Place: Glen Skinner (Texas A&M
Univ.) presentedbyJohn Hunter.

(3rd Place Individual), Glen Skinner (2nd Place
Individual), PaulaSiems, presentedbyJohn Hunter.

Janna Wowk, Tiffanie Billey, Shannon Smith, Onnolee
Olund, MandyBogen, Day/cSoppet, GeoffHoar, Christine
Pitchford, Erin Dale, Robert Sissons, presentedby John
Hunter.

3rd Place: (L-R) "Colorado State Univ."— Ann Grady, Bruce
Krickbaum, Merrita Fraker (4th place Individual), presentedbyJohn Hunter.

3rd Place: Everette New/and (Texas
A&M Univ.) presented by John
Hunter.
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URME WinnersContinued
Team

4th Place: SouthDakota"— Jeff Vander Wilt, Donovan Craig,
Mark Schroeder, Patricia McElroy, Patrick Grogor, Brian
Kraus, Kent Baumberger, Lisa Coiwell, Lance Frei, Josh
Henderson, presentedbyJohn Hunter.

h

Place: Brigham Young University"—Kylie Faulk, Kolby
Wykert, Pete Clark, John Enfield, Loren McCormick,
JenniferHoffman, presentedbyJohnHunter

Individuals

4th Place: Merrita Fraker (Colorado
State Univ.) presented by John
Hunter.

5th Place: Bruce Knckbaum (Colorado
State Univ.) presented by John
Hunter.

NRCS High individual Combined
Award: Glen Skinner (Texas A&M
Univ.) presented by Dennis
Thompson.
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High SchoolYouth ForumWinners

1St Place: Lesley Rakowitz, (Texas
Section), presentedbyJohn Hunter.

4th Place: Cris Deland, (Colorado
Section), presentedbyJohn Hunter.

2nd Place: RobertJettoa, (Oklahoma
Section), presentedbyJohn Hunter.

5th Place: Amy Grant, (NOPSection),
presented byJohn Hunter.

3rd Place: Hanna

Kaufman, (Alberta),

presentedbyJohnHunter.

RSEC Undergraduate Teaching
Award: Jeff Mosley presentedby John
Hunter.
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UniversityStudent DisplayContestWinners

1st Place: Eastern Oregon State

College, Martina Ballard, presented
byJohn Hunter.

2nd Place: UtahStateUniv., ScottPratt,
presentedbyJohn Hunter.

Undergraduate Speaking ContestWinners

let Place: Glen Skinner (Texas A&M)
Univ.) presented

byJohn Hunter.

2nd Place: Jackie Hastings (Oregon
State Univ.), presented by John
Hunter.

3rd Place: Oregon State Univ., Jackie
Hastings, AmyJohnson, presented
by John Hunter.

3rd Place: Shannon Smith (Univ. of
Alberta), presentedbyJohn Hunter.
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through lush meadowswith woody shrubs providing shade
and cover for fish, but are increasinglybecoming one wide
shallow gravel bar afteranother. Destruction of the natural
woody species hascaused the Lamar River, Gardner River
and other streams to erode their banks and create sterile
Y.N.P. Winter Range Mis-Managementor
gravel bars. This not only causes soil erosion but creates
Bisonare the Park's Problem
very poor fishing habitat and is a sorry sight to look at.
The animal rights groups and other so-called environ"A business that had been fascinating to me before, sudmental
organizationssuch as Sierra Club, Wilderness
denly became distasteful. I wanted no more of it. I never
Greater Yellowstone Coalition, etc. should focus
Society,
wanted to own again an animal I could not feed and sheltheir
attention
on the land abuse being done to Yellowstone
ter."
Park resources. However, shouting about bison being shot
This remark was made by Granville Stuart an early day
into their coffers from people who do
Montana rancher, legislatorand statesman. The remark brings more money
not
understand
the
whole problem. If pressure were
was made in the spring of 1887 following a winter of severe
to
bear on Yellowstone National Park to take care
brought
cold and deep snow—a winter much the same as 1996 &
of their own problem the situation could be solved.
'97.
It is time for Yellowstone Park personnel to accept their
One wonders if Yellowstone National Park officials have
and face to their problems of too many anresponsibility
nightmares over the thousands of starving elk and bison in imals and decimated up
rangeland resources. It is time they
the park. Starving becausethere are five to six times more
were
honest
with
themselves
and the public. It is time
elk and bison in the park than the winter forage will support.
Yellowstone Park becomes a good "neighbor"to Montana,
Actually, Park people are probably hoping for more of the
critters to starve. Thatwould helpsolve some of their over- Wyoming and Idaho and stop jeopardizing the brucellosisfree livestock industry.Aftermany, many years of mis-manpopulation problems. However, it must be a terrible way to
agement it is time for Yellowstone National Park to start
die. Shooting is more humane.
their 2 1/4 million acres of natural resourceswith
The Park personneltry to cover their mis-managementby managing
and professionalism.
integrity
saying elk and bison are "naturally migrating animals."
Cattle, horses and sheep are also naturally migratory.
Sincerely,
However, ranchers curtail their instinct to migrate by building and maintainingfences to keep them in the confines of
Robert L. Ross
the pastures and off their neighbor'sland.
Ross is SCS State Range Conservationist, retired, was
Ranchers also: 1) control their numbers to the available the
party leader of the Northern Winter Range inventory
forage by selling excess animals for slaughter; 2) provide made in 1963-64 at the
request of Yellowstone National
for adequate feed in adverse weather conditions; 3) control Park. He has
observed range conditions and wildlife
closely
disease such as brucellosis, etc., 4) encourage hunting on
use in YellowstonePark forthe past 35 years.
their private lands to control wildlife numbers.
In 1963—64the Soil Conservation Service, at the Park's
request, conducted a range site and condition inventory of Dear Editor,
the Northern Winter Range. It was determined the range
In his letter to the editor (February 1997 Rangelands)
would safely carry about 350 bison and 5,000 elk plus
smaller numbers of deer, moose, antelope and bighorn Floyd W. Rathbun discussesthe erosion of moral and ethisheep. This suggestedanimal populationthe Northern cal values in the land management profession and in
American Society in general. He finds the root causes in
Winter Range could be maintained in good condition.
When the elk and bison population was reduced to the atheism and the prevalentphilosophyof secular humanism.
available forage (in the 1950's and 1960's) there was very His key point is that history teaches that effective ethics
little migration of animals outside the Park area. must be based on belief in theirdivine origin.
I admire Mr. Rathbun's willingness to analyze the philoConsequently there was very little threat of them transmitting brucellosis to cattle and horses and undulant fever to sophicalunderpinningsof the ethics problem,but I disagree
with his conclusion that traditional Christianity is the only
humans.
Excess of elk and buffalo in Yellowstone National Park philosophy that provides "realistic and rational guidelines
have destroyed woody species such as willow, aspen, cot- for life." Rathbunappears to share the viewhe quotes from
tonwood, alder, serviceberry, etc. along the streams and Dostoevsky that "If there is no God, everything is permitrivers. This ecological change in vegetation has almost ted"; that is, without divine authority, ethics have no comeliminated beaver, deer, moose and many species of wa- pelling force and will not be adopted by people. But the
Golden Rule and the Ten Commandmentsare realistic and
terfowl in the Park.
Beaver ponds are critically important to the fishing rationalguidelines whether theywere formulatedby God or
streams and riparian areas. Beavers, needing cover and simply by wise humans.
In my view, ethical systems are adaptations that have
forage, are almost nonexistent.Streamsno longer meander

eade't d
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evolved through natural selection to permit the survival of
human societies. Those societies which do not effectively
teach and uphold ethical values of honesty, responsibility,
and compassiontend to fail. I believe that peoplecan learn,
internalize and practice ethical behavior, motivated not by
fear or worship of God but rather by rational acknowledgement that society will fail without it. By analogy, baseball,
basketballand poker players agree to play by the rules, not
because God made the rules, but becausethe game is no
fun without them. Moralsand ethics are transmitted primarily by parents and extended families to their children. Surely
the skyrocketing rate of broken families explains much of
the observed breakdown of moral values in America. It is a
positive feedback loop which truly does endanger the survival of our society.
Longing for a return to Christian theology is like wishing
for a return to Newtonian physics. We must evolve new
ways of passing on ancient wisdom like the Golden Rule
that are compatible with our emerging worldviews. I have
faith that we will.

PeterSundt
Pima, Arizona
The letters appearing in the Reader's Writecolumn express
the views of the individualswriting the letter and are not necessarily those of SAM.
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Alfalfa
Custom SeedBlends
Over300 Species in Stock
Fast,professional service

Callor Faxfor our Catalog (801) 531-1456, Fax (801) 768-3967
Granfte Seed Co., P.O. Box 177, Lehi, Utah84043

kook 3iebietu
Grasses
Agnes Chase's First Book of Grasses. Fourth Edition.
1996. Lynn G. Clark and Richard W. Pohi. Smithsonian
Institution Press. P.O. Box 960 Herndon, VA 20172-0960.
1-800-782-4612.127 pages. Paperback.$16.95
If you are a little curious about how one grass is distinguished from another, or if you've forgotten most of what
you learned in Agrostologymany years ago, or if you think
grasses are beautiful in their own special way, you will
enjoy this book.
A brief background of the fascinating career of Mary
Agnes Chase and her fascination with grasses is provided
in a Forward by Pamela M. Henson, Historian,
Smithsonian. The Preface to the fourth edition by Lynn
Clark explains the circumstances under which he and the
late Richard PohI undertook the challenge of revision. The
short and simple Preface to the first edition in 1922 by the
original author is intact.
An introduction covers the relationship of the grasses to
other plants, their importance to humans and the rationale
of technical terms and scientific names. Twelve lessons or
chapters follow, beginningwith "how grassesare constructed". Thenext 10 are descriptionsof grasses based on similar spikelet characteristics from simple to more complex.
The final lesson, new to this edition, discusses the
Bamboos and the Rices. Chapters on how to study grasses, a definitive summary and a glossary of terms close out
the book.

Terminology and names reflect the many changes in our
knowledgeof grasses since the 1959 edition, but the most
impressivecomponentsof the book are the line drawings of
spikelets and detailed plant parts which illustrate each lesson. Thebook is a jewel.

RogerQ Jake Landers
ExtensionSpecialistEmeritus
San Angelo, Texas 76904
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Certified Range Consultants
Certified by the Society for Range Management
Glenn A. Adams
50 East North Temple
Salt Lake City, UT 84150
E. William Anderson
1509 Hemlock
Lake Oswego, OR 97034
John L. Artz
2581 WestvilleTrail
Cool, CA 95614
Rodney D. Baumberger
HC 75, Box 440
Sturgis, SD 55785
Thomas E. Bedell
25488 WondertyLane
Philomath,OR 97370
James R. Bell
USDA-NRCS
201 H. Westgate Parkway
Amanlo, TX 79121-1101
Thadis W. Box
301 W. Center
Logan, UT 84321
Wayne H. Burleson
Route 1, Box2780
Absarokee, MT 59001
Linda Campbell
7810 Kincheon Ct.
Austin, TX 78749
Clifford Carter
234 Lakeview Dr.
Victoria, TX 77905
C. Rex Cleary
P.O. Box 16
Genoa, NV 89411
Chuck R. Coffey
Noble Foundation
Box2180
Ardmore, OK 73402
John W. Cook
2-W Ranch2348
WolfCreek, MT 59648
Jack R. Cutshall
P.O. Bo 1702
Glenmora, LA 71433
Douglas S. Dryden
Box871
Superior, MT 59872

Marvin Dean Durfee
428 Star Drive
Burley, ID 83318
Gary R. Evans
12698 KetteringDrive
Herndon,VA 20171-2448
Marion E. Everhart
7524 East Angus Drive
Scottsdale,AZ 85251
Henry Dee Gait
3000 DevendaleDrive
LasCruces, NM 88005
EdmundoGarcia Moya
Programade Botanica
Institutode Recursos
Naturales
Colegio de Postgraduados

Chapingo56230
MEXICO
Dillard H. Gates
6123 Idaho Street
Vancouver, WA98661
EdwardC. Gheen
483 Loveridge Drive
Ontario, OR 97914
Grant A. Harris
NE 1615 Upper Drive
Pullman,WA 99163-4308
James L. Kramer
BNI Coal
HC2, Box 230
Center, ND 58530
Stephen G. Leonard

3226 North Owens Court
Prineville,OR 97754
James A. Linebaugh
3 Yhvona Drive
Carson City, NV 89706
Niels LeRoy Martin
93487 Sixes River Road
Sixes, OR 97476
Laramie E. McEntire
1650 South Main
Canadian, TX 79014
LesterA. McKenzie
531 Bond Dr.
Eiko, NV 89801

John L. McLain
340 N. Minnesota
Carson City, NV 89701
David Leslie Michalk
NSW AgriculturalCentre
Forest Road
Orange NSW 2800
AUSTRALIA
John W. Mumma
7421 West 93rd Way
Broomfield,CO 80021-4896
Robert A. Nicholson
Ft. Hayes State University
Dept.of BiologicalSciences
600 Park Street
Hays, KS 67601 -4099
Dennis A. Phillippi
8325 GoldensteinLane
Bozeman,MT 59715
Willard P. Phillips
Box 1171
Susanville,CA 96130

Jeff Powell
RLS International
514W.24th St.
Cheyenne,WY82001
Floyd W. Rathbun
P.O. Box 1612
Fallon,NV 89406
Kenneth D. Sanders
Universityof Idaho
P0 Box 1827
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1 827
Charles N. Saulisberry
909 Norrie Drive
Carson City, NV 89703
Joseph L. Schuster
Texas A&M University
RangelandEcology &
Management
College Station,TX778432126

Glenn Shewmaker
3615 N. 3600 E.
Kimberly, ID 83341
Thomas N. Shiflet
4859 S. CrescentAvenue
Springfield,MO 65804

James. B. Shupe
500E. 116Avenue
Northglenn, CO 80233-1905
Jon M. Skovlin
P.O. Box 121
Cove, OR 97824
Edwin G. Smith
701 Elizabeth
Carson, City, NV 89701
Gary W. Smith
58677 MeadowLane
Montrose,CO 81401
Glen P. Snell

300 NorthAdam
Medicine
Lodge,KS 67104
Ronald E. Sosebee
6902 Geneva
Lubbock,TX 79413
John V. Stechman
P.O. Box 2211
Avila Beach, CA 93424

PaulT. Tueller
11605Summertime Lane
Reno, NV 89506
Robert E. Williams
1852 US 27 South
Box 8
Avon Park, FL 33825
Gary W. Wood
Box 6121
Albuquerque,NM 871976121

John P. Workman
Utah StateUniversity
2777 North 1600 East
North Logan, UT 843411816
Robert Woyewodzic

P.O. Box 1791
Cortez, CO 81321
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—-The Society for Range Management
Invites Application for the Position
of Executive Vice-President

The Executive Vice-President (EVP) is a member and the Chief Executive Officer for the
Society for Range Management (SRM). The incumbent participates with the Board of
Directors in formulation of SAM's mission, goals, objectives, policies, and action programs
and is responsible for implementing SRM's policies and programs. The EVP reports to the
SRM Presidentand serves at the pleasureof the Board of Directors.
DATE POSITION TO BE FILLED: June 1, 1997, or as soon thereafter as selected candidate is available.
SALARY AND BENEFITS: Negotiable, commensurate with experience and qualifications.
QUALIFICATIONS:Member of and history of involvement in SRM. Thorough and extensive
professional knowledge of range management and related natural resource fields. Familiar
with professional association management, publications management, membership development and services, and natural resource policy. Judgmentand experience in application of
association law, federal, provincial, and state laws; policy statements; and professional
range managementprinciples and practices. Demonstrated ability in public relations and
communication. Experience in workingwith volunteers, diverse groups, and international organizations.
DUTIES: Promote, conduct, and supervise affairs and programs of SAM including but not
limited to: (1) Speaking for SRM with other organizations (including international) and the
general public; (2) Providing liaison and coordination with other organizations with similar
objectives, programs, and activities; (3) Promoting membership in SRM; (4) Developing and
administering a balanced annual budget for SRM, workingwith the Board of Directors; (5)
Supervising the Society's staff; (6) Maintaining needed records of SAM activities, finances,

and membership; (7) Providing needed services to Sections, committees, Board of
Directors, and the membership of SRM; (8) Serving as managing editor of the Journal of
Range Management, Rangelands and special publications; (9) Enhancing SRM's international profile in providing communication linkage to societies in other countries; and (10)
Supporting professional development programs.
EQUALOPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER: Applications will be considered withoutdiscrimination
for reasonssuchas age, race, sex, religion, or national origin.
APPLICATIONS: Applications will be evaluated beginning April 1, 1997, and may be accepted until the positionis filled. Candidates shouldsend a resume, list three or more references
and a letter of application, total not exceeding six pages, to the address shown below. A
copy of detailed positiondescription is available on request.

Chair, EVPSearch Committee
1839 YorkStreet, Denver, CO 80206
Phone: 303-355-7070; Fax 303-355-5059
Email: srmden@ix.netcom.com
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